LOSS OF THE ATLANTIC.

Farm, Garden, and Household.
Hints

on

Turkey

Particulars of the Terrible Disaster.

Raising.

of your correspondent® wants
He does not raise
upon tliis subject.
half the turkeys hatched. This is pobably
a fair average of sue •'•>s as the business i>
In this n gnm.
managed on most farms.
mg the shore from New London to New
;>ort, the turkey crop is a leading branch of
n lustrv. and is more successfully prosecuti than in any region 1 have ever visited,
li is a common measure oi sucres.- for a
tanner to raise a hundred in a year from
eight or ten hens; with a larger stock* L‘>0
to 200 are sometimes raised.
Almost every
one in the. business expects to realize three
or four hundred dollars from the crop, and
he realize* h> expectations with as much
The size
c< rtainty as in other larm crops.
and price of turkeys have very much increased within tin* last twenty-live years.
Formerly t he llocks would not average more
than eight or ten pounds dressed.
Now
they average from ]2 to 1"> pounds, accordto
the
care
tin
> ren-ive, and the time
ing
of fattening. Nearly all the turkeys raised
here go to the Boston and l‘ro\ idenee
markets, and are sold at the top < ! the
market.
Dealers make a 1ms mess of buv
ing turkey', oi the farmers from T.ansgiving till February, and large shipments are
made every week.
of course there are
causes for this almost uniform success in
1

see one

light

■
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From the

Maple.

of the leading maple-sugar makers
claims that but very few productions, in the
entire system of New England agriculture,
realize to the farmer so large a protit as the I
manufacture of that commodity. A>• prices
have averaged for the last ten years, it is
certainly a feature of home industry well
worthy ot consideration. Many of the j
farmers on the hills who own and utilize
large sugar orchards have become convinced by practical experience, tha
it is
one of their very best paying harvests, tobacco alone yielding, perhaps, u greater net
protit. Nature has appointed this harvest
at a season when the tanner can accomplish
but little labor to advantage, ami, unless
lie is engaged in tins occupation, Ids time
and efforts will y iehl him but little remuuer
ation; vet, without taking this point into
account, even did the work come at any
other time in the year, if would pay grand'y.
Maple syrup and sugar hold a high price in
the market, and without a doubt will sus- J
tain their present rates, with probabilities
ot advance in the future.
In the face of J
these facts, it is certainly somewha* of a
mystery why a large proportion of farmers
should manifest such an utter indilhrenee !
to tin* preservation and perpetuity of the!
in no other part of the
sugar maple.
country docs it flourish so naturally and
vigorously as among the eastern mountains
and wherever its delicious sweets are extraded, it repays the owner three-fold tor
the labor.
Still our maple groves and forests are rapidly disappearing, and, at the
present rate of decrease, another half-century "'ill witness their almost utter annihilation.
The process of making maple
siig.i; is evidently destined to become one
of he “lost arts’’ mile > one- special inter- 1
position stays this work of destruction.
The demand for broom-handles and other
articles ol utility, into which this wood is
converted, is insatiable. Thousands of our
grand old nueral-crowned nionarchs of tinI'oi<11 are sacrificed to this demand annually,
and of course the aggregate amount of
sugar manufactured must decrease in ratio
with the decrease of the material from
which it is derive d.
It will soon become a
luxury in the market, commanding a price
that must, teach every shrewd and sensible
owner of maple orchards the expedience,
even in a
pecuniary sense, of preserving ;
this beautiful feature of onr m-w England
landscape.
By all means, then, let our
maple forests escape the invasion of that
dir** energy and cupidity, which are so
rapidly and recklessly dismantling <mi
lovely hills and valleys of their primitive
grandeur and luxuranoc. Tin* map1*' growonce destroyed, cannot
easily be repiaecd.
Its reproduction is the slow, lingering work
ot time; and it. behooves the lumberman
to remembei this important, l ie! when he
puts the axe to its root. The perpetuity of
flu* delicious luxury obtained from the
sugar-mapl** is not the only incentive *«» the
{♦reservation of that tree. In a pictorial
‘"•use alone, with its wealth of
unparalleled
greenness and verdure in summer, ai.d its
marvelous mosaic ol leafy glory in .oituum.
;
it is worthy ot a woodland immortality. 1
(-oncord
Patriot.
i

Spectrum.
Politeness.

True

One

raising turkeys.
Possibly climate

may have something to
do with it ; .1 is certainly milder here by the
shore than larther inland, m ordinary winters there wi 1 not be a halt dozen mornings
that the temperature falls below zero. This
is quite a contrast to the 20 degrees and
ho degrees l elow that an
reported every
winter ill tlx- districts far; iter north.
Tin*
sea air. too, may
be a tonic, and impart
health and vigoi to tin* llocks.
However
this mav hr, there i* much in tlx* management ot tlx* breeder* to account for their
success.
Those who raise the largest
Hock* place great dependence upon large,
'Phis i* overlooked on
vigorous stock.
most farms.
A turkey is a turkey, no matter how young and thin, and second and
third litter birds, hatched a* late a* September, are frequently used for breeding because they happen to be
on
hand
The
old birds and all the early-hatched broods
•o
-old at Thanksgiving and Christmas,
•cause tix*\’ bring good
prices, and only
the runts are saved for breeding.
The
cocks sometimes do not Weigh over llftcen
pounds, and the hens mo mote than eight
>r
ten.
The result is weak chicks that
have not constitution enough to carry tlx-m
t
trough cold mornings ami the wettings
that arc inevitable in the breeding season.

True politeness, people say,
Like the rosy dawn of day,
lias a touch of nature’s grace,
Has a freshness one can trace,
In the manner and the word,
In the actions, though unheard.

True politeness, people say,
I'rivtw dMike and hate away;
Hale' from view each wanting charm,
Shields one oft from many a harm;
Makes fair nature quite complete;
Makes our heart with joy replete.
1 me politeness, like the1 rain
F illing on the parched grain,
Wat, ring thirsty fields and woods
u nh iis cool,
refreshing flood,

.Make* the drooping soul rejoice,
liinn- in swe« tl> with the voice.

<

Tme politeness, wondrous art,
Wins respect trom every heart,
(iaiiis a friend all unawares;
Many a wound alike repairs;
Show
heart ind soul red lied ;
Shows .1 cultivated mind.
>

True politeness, like the sun.
Sheds abroad on every one,

j

brightness

In tie1

of the

day.

Mam a warm and pleasant rav ;
Thou tin- shadows that are cast
Arc the memories of the past.

1

The successful breeders insist upon the
and best stock they can Hnd, laying
sp« cial stress upon large, well-formed cocks.
Some keep over tlx* old birds, but if this I
no' done they select the largest hens of;
tlx- i-aiiy broods, weighing 1-1 to Is pounds, ;
and get a young tom from another Hock
weighing 24 or 2S pounds, and larger if they j
« ..li
Hnd him.
With such stock lar.e
la althv chicks are hatched and success is !
h« rule.
There*
sonic ditlcrence oj opin- i
ion as to th*- comparative merit* of old i
birds and young ones, but none as to tlx* j
advantage of breeding from large stock. So
far as I ran ascertain tlx* chic! objection to
heavy old cocks weighing m". pound* and
upwards, i> tlx* diHieiiUy of c htaming them.
They are generally killed at. eighteen
months old the temptation to take * ven or
eight dollars for a single bird being too
great to be resisted. I have no doubt that
still better results would follow from breed- j
ing from two and three-year old cocks that 1
had attained their bill growth
Hut this i*
■still an open question, that is likely to be
solved by the experiments of breeders in
the next two or three years.
It is also a common practice here to ex- J
change stock quite frequently. It the hens
raised on the farm are retained lor breeding,
a
cock is sought from another 11 >ck to put
with them, and he is only kept for a year.
The opinion prevails that breeding in-andin tends to make crooked breasts, and to
depreciate tin stamina of the birds. This
Alter
opinion is probably well founded.
the birds are mated they are not so well fed
as
while battening during
the winter
The aim is to delay rather than to hasten
broods
are
desirable, but
laying. Early
there is much more danger of losing them.
The young broods are not wanted until
the weather is quite settled.
Special
pains is taken to keep tin* birds near
the house and barn.
Nests are made
for them in secluded spot.-, and partially concealed by brush, that their instinct,
for concealment may be gratiiled while they
arc breeding.
These n<
are <.f various
patterns. Some are made of stone covered
with old pieces of board, some are of the
hen-coop shape, and often old barrels
answer the purpose,
it is quite pretieable
to move the mother bird if she steals her
nest too far from the lions*-, after she begins
to >it.
She can be moved at night to new
quarters, in an outbuilding, and by keeping
her contlned a few days she will take kindly
to the new nest.
The sitting birds are
much less likely to be disturbed by vermin
in these prepared nests than in those they
would select for themselves in the woods.

“I

Will

if

_Ycu

Will.”

The l\:i\ I louse is a pleasant little lintel,
standing halt way up a mountain in New
1I

imp-hire.
hi the parlor then*, one July evening,
I• -ur people—Mrs. St. John and her
daughter Elly. Mi-s Emily May, and Mr.
Mileumi. As Elly St. John went !o the
piano, these two last slipped out on the
balcony, and stood listening as Elly sang:
were

"I' mlil
'liltin'

forget, could we forget!
I. the were running yet.
file past should fade like a morning dream
hi a single drop ot tlie holy stream.
\li! we know what vou would say,
lint we are too tired to hope or pray ;
l or, hurl with ceaseless jar and fret,
Roily and soul cannot forget
we

in ile\ forget, will they forget
When tin•> shall reach the boundary set,—
When with the tinal pang and strain
Tie \ are parted never to meet again?
!A
to hem sin'' rest he a i\ en,
ie
h eh
ith or happy ill Heaven?
'■ h i! w iiieli ha- been it might 1 e yel
It v.e eoaid only learn to forget;
tbit 1 in1 -a!- shall cease to rise and set..
And fall from Heaven ere we forget.”

ang with an intensity and pathos
borrowed none of its force Iroui
within, tor she was a good-natured, inconsequent -orL ot a girl, who had never
In i
trouble in her lile. The gift of
in men!
expression is niton quite independent ot feeling oi experience. Elly’s
iiiu-ie hurt Emily crueliy. and stirred and :
roused the old sorrow which had just beShe had
:;.ih io fall asleep for a while.
loved deeply and loudly a man who had
How to Clean Out Hen Hawks.
h►grown tinal of her and left her, because
In reply to the inquiry made last autumn in was greatly her inferior.
Much as she had suffered, 1 rejoiced
through the New England Fanner, how
shall we prevent hawks from carrying oil
when her engagement with Lewis Leighour young turkeys and chickens?
1 now
ton was broken, i had known Lewis from
give a complete remedy, as the season is his earliest, childhood, and I had always
soon to arrive for such depredations.
As
disliked him as a selfish, conceited prig.
soon as the hawks begin to trouble your
Tie Iasi 1 heard of'him he had turned
chickens, lake a wire bird-cage, such as is j t’athiilie and
joined the Jesuits; and 1 j
commonly used for canary birds; put a oiili
hope lie got well snubbed during his
smart, live young chicken in it and set ii
Had Miss May married him,
on
Hie ground, a small distance trom the: novitiate.
di-appointinent would have been unbuildings, in a sightly place. Now take a h
As she
gi eater than it was.
steel trap, set a small dead chick on the
trencher, tie a small string over the chick's f aned over the balcony while Elly sang,
background under the trencher to keep il and looked out into the shadows and starin place; then take a small stick aiionl an
light, her hem I was wrung as with the
inch and half long, sharpen one end, stick J first anguish of loss, the sickening sense
it under the chick's throat, letting the other j id her own blind infatuation. “Oh God!”
end rest on the trencher, which will bring .she said to herself, “when will the bittertile head in the natural position w hen aliv,
tie past?”
ness ot this death
Then she
Then with thumb and linger open the lii i'mu1 conscious that Mr. Millburn was
|
chick’s eyes, and lie will look as il alive.
speaking to her; but he had more than
Place the trap on the ground about three
half finished what he had to say before
tent from the live Thicken in the cage and
sic realized that he had asked her to be
set it.
At the same time shut up all your
his wile.
young chickens in some building where \
He -poke at a very unfortunate mothey won’t lie seen. When the hawk ei.ines !
he will hear the live chicken calling lor its j ment. He and Emily had been very good
mother, and will go for it ; but as lie cannot friends that summer. They had wandertake it, he will quickly see the chick on the ed in the woods, ascended Mount WashIran and (dutch it in a moment, and as sudington, and been to Glen Ellis together.
denly find himself clutched, and volt have She had liked him, hut she had never
him fast.
Having been troubled for liftv dreamed ol him as a lover, and when he
years with a small hawk, light blue on the presented himself in that light, she was
I>ack, with slim, yellow legs, called in shocked, and startled, and a little proNatural History the sharp shinned hawk, voked.
on account of the
sharp edge on the front
“Oh hush!” she said sharply. “It never
side of the legs, I applied the means 1 have
can he—never!”
now shown you, and it cleaned out.
every
“Do you then dislike me so much?” said
chicken hawk in the neighborhood.
Evert Millburn, trying very hard to speak
A. Kn.nfiiN.

Elly

which

••peakaliiy

How Often

Should

Cows

be

Milked.

quietly.
“No,” she said, making

effort to
collect her thoughts. “1 have liked you—
you have been good to me; but all the
love 1 had to give is dead and buried, and
there is no resurrection.”
lie made no answer; but she felt that
she had hurt him.
“1 am very sorry,” she faltered; “I
an

The following from the Irish Farmers’
Gazette is worthy of consideration :
Regularity in the milking of cows is of as
If all things have gone well, w< may look much importance ns regularity in
feeding
lor a nest full of young chicks the latter them.
In a state of nature, the cow is repart of May. Nuvv comes the most critical lieved of its milk a great many times each
part of the lif«* of the bird. It we can get day. A calf allowed to remain with its never meant—
them safely over the Hist, three weeks, the mother will help itself seven or eight times
“I understand, he said quickly. “It is
Their greatest, a day.
Under such circumstances the udturkeys are half raised.
no one’s fault hut my own.
“Goodnight.”
danger is from straying into the grass in der of the cow will remain small, and if
And they touched hands and parted.
the early morning and getting thoroughly
allowed to retain the milk secreted during
Evert went up to his own room, where
soaked with ,the dew.
To restrain them, twelve hours feverish symptoms are likely
his h iciid, Dick Bush, was sitting in the
we make a three-cornered pen with three j to be produced.
The practice of milking
boards, sa\ twelve feet long and a foot j cows more than twice in the course of dark. Dick was a hoy of nineteen. He
wide or more.
Set the board up edgewise,
twenty-four hours, causes the capacity of had been trying to work his way through
and fasten them in that position by short
the udder to be greatly increased, and
college, and had worn himself out in the
stakes driven into the ground, or bv tackprobably helps in maintaining the lacteal otlbrt. and Mr. Millburn had brought him
ing them with nails at tie.* ends. I’ut the secretion long alter pregnancy has taken to the mountains for his vacation. Dick
mother and her brood into this pen, and
When, however, by an artificial made a hero of Evert, and he had been
place.
keep them as quiet as possible, visiting system, the cow lias been enabled to re- mortally jealous of
Emily May.
them regularly live times a day to feed tain Iter milk without inconvenience for
“Dick,” said Mr. Millburn, alter a litthem. The hen will leave the pen frequently, twelve hours or so, she ought to be milked i
tle time, “we will go over to the Glen
but will not wander far from her brood, regularly every day at the same hour.
t. i-morrow.”
which are confined to the pen.
When they When the time for milking arrives, the udAnd then Dick understood the case, and
are able to fly over t he top of the board, it
der usually becomes distended to its utmost
will lie safe to give them more liberty. capacity, and if il be not speedily removed, mentally abused Miss May as “a coldCoarse ground Indian meal, soaked in milk the animal sutlers considerable pain. Cases hearted llirt,” which epithet she did notin
or scalded, is about as good feed as they i of
fever, the result of allowing animals to the least deserve.
can have at first.
V little animal food remain too long unmilked, are indeed
Evert and Dick went away early in the
by
chopped tine is good for them, and the no means of unfrequent occurrence.
It is
morning. Emily heard the stage drive
quantity should be increased as they grow especially necessaay to attend to tills point away, and turned her face to her pillow,
older. Their digestion is good, and they for some days after the animal lias brought and
thought bitterly ot the horrible perwant to In* fed frequently during the first
forth its young, for during that period very verseness of things in this world.
few weeks.
As they get older, and stray
little irritation of the lacteal organs is likeSic knew that Evert was good, and
further into the Held*, the feeding may
ly to tiring on that most fatal of maladies, manly, and sensible. Ho was in a fair
cease.
the
summer
During
If milking be too long delayed,
gradually
fever.
to win reputation at the bar, and, it
months, if they have a good range, they nature will try to help the poor animal. way
not just handsome, was attractive and
will come home with full crops every The absorption of milk into the blood will
gentlemanly.
to some extent take place, and that, which
night.
“There are dozens that would be proud
Some one in the household should have remains in the udder will become (Interior
and happy to accept his love ; and nothing
ated.
When
to
milk
a
at
the
cow
neglect
charge of the broods, mid see that they
would do lmt that he must throw it away
regular time is repeated several times the
come to the roosting-piuve every night.
on me,” thought Emily, impatiently. “But
After a little training they will come very secretion of the fluid is prematurely checkit’s never worth while to pity men very
regularly, and if any stray they are immedi- ed, and there arc many cases where by
ately'missed and looked after. This con- such neglect an animal lias become dry in much. They mostly get over their troubles
less than a month.
very easily, it there is no money lost.”
stant watchfulness is the secret of successFrom which it may he interred that Miss
ful turkey-raising.
As the cool nights
May was perhaps a bit of a cynic.
come on, and the insects fail, feeding must
Little Things.
be resumed.
If you want heavy birds at
Emily May lived with her mother in
She had a
Thanksgiving, crowd them with corn and
A Newark N. ,J. newspaper recently an inland town in New York.
boiled potatoes and meal in September and
gave some striking facts showing the little property of her own, and, with what
A pound of poultry is made much
October.
value of little things. It states that one she could earn by her pen, she managed
more economically then than in mid-winter.
to dress herself, pay for a summer’s jourof the jewelry manufacturers of that city
Poultry is generally quite as high at
put down new flooring in their ney mnv and then, and keep her own
Thanksgiving as at any later period, and recently
that the gold they obtained house over her head.
tile most thrifty farmers dispose of all their workshops,and
It was her way to look after her sick
I he old flooring not only paid
in
early birds at Thanksgiving and Christmas. forburning
the new one, hut for putting two coats neighbors, poor or not; to visit, now and
It takes a large quantity of iood to keep a
of paint on the entire factory.
In another then, at the hospital and the comity house,
turkey from falling off in weight after winShe
While fattening tin- —Carter, Hawkins & Dodd—the hands all and do what her hand found to do.
ter fairly sets in.
rule is to give them all they will digest, it work on a sort of bracket standing out made no loss, and laid down no rules, and
will lie seen that it costs some labor and from the bench in front of them, so that was under no ecclesiastical “direction” in
Hut the tilings ol gold may fall on a tin-plate particular; but I am inclined to think, she
food to raise a tine Hock of turkeys..
it is doubtfui if any other crop pays any below, and be returned to the melting- was as useful, and far more agreeable,
The greatest care is exercised to than if she had made herself hideous
With a good range, it is certainly room.
better
a very pleasant and well-rewarded industry.
prevent waste. The floors, benches, and in a poke bonnet, and committed mental
seats are carefully swept every evening, suicide.
When her holiday was over that sumand the sweepings put away to have the
Hot Water for Founder.
gold removed from them by chemical mer, she came home, and settled quietly
process.
Every now and then aprons, down to her work.
I had a horse which was very badly blun- benches, stools, and even the flooring, are
She was busy at her desk, one day in
dered with grain,
Even October, when a carriage drove rapidly
lie could not stand for burned to get the gold out of them.
several days, and was swung with a tackle. brushes, clothes, cotton, wool, and rags up the street, and
stopped at the door, and
1 thought his case hopeless, and considered are burned.
The average quantity of | I tick Bush jumped hurriedly out, and rang
him not worth a dollar, but concluded to
gold saved annually in this way, in the I the hell. Emily went to the door herself,
do what I could for ids relief.
is about $50,000 worth. All the I upon which Dick’s hurry seemed suddenIn the Hrst place I physicked him; then I factory,
water in which the live hundred employes I ly to subside; and when he came into the
took a tight, strong box, got his feet into
wash their hands is carefully Altered tour I parlor, he appeared to find great difficulty
It, and poured boiling hot water into it as
and the amount of gold recovered in expressing himself, and Emily greatly
times,
high as the hair on his feet, and in ten or from it
A wondering, asked after his triend Mr.
averages about $15,000 a year.
fifteen minutes he was able to stand on his
dollars Millburn.
fore legs without the assistance of the barrel of sweepings will fetch four
Dick’s tongue was loosed.
tackle. I kept op this treatment for tliirty: and a half a pound ; and even alter they
“Oh, Miss May,” he said, with a shaksix Lours, when he was able to go about have, as they think, extracted all the gold
and help himself. In a few days I had his from them, they sell the refuse to the ing voice, “Evert is dying.”
“Where? How?” said
startled
shoes put on, and In loss than a fortnight melters at nine cents, and even as high as
and sincerely sorry.
eleven cents a pound.
more he was able to work as well as ever.
—
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'True politeness can but make
Love and honor out of hate;
< an but move the coldest heart;
Make the fountains to upstart.
Which were thought forever pressed
From the dead, unfeeling breast.

j

largest

After they commence laying, the eggs are
removed daily to the house, and kept
us.tally in large pans, and carefully turned
'Phis usage may seem to be
every day.
classed with “old wives’ failles” by the uninitiated, but it is followed by the* most
skillful breeders. They claim for it that it
imitates nature, and helps preserve the*
vitality of the eggs, it p. safe to follow it,
even though we may not quite understand
its philosophy.

Destruction of the Sugar

THE CAPTAIN’S STATEMENT.
Tiie following i> the Captain's statement: We
sailed from Liverpool March 20. During the
first part of tin* passage had favorable weather
and easterly winds. On the 24th, 2">th and gfith
experienced heavy southwest and westerly
gales, which brought the shipsiown to ID miles
<
day. On the :5Dt of March the engineer’s report sliowed but about one hundred and twentxseveti tons of coal on board.
Wo were then
400 miles oast of Sandy Hook, with wind southwest and high
westerly swell and falling*
barometer. The ship steaming only eight knots
I er hour; considered the risk to groat to push
on. as we might find ourselves, in the event ot
Now Dick had b&n rather melodramaLife without Winter.
•‘Emily, 1 did not mean to get well.”
The Airless Moon.
shut out from any port of supply, and
a ga.»
No answer from Mrs. Miilburn.
tically inclined. He had meant to act like
*;»
dfM id d to bear up for Halifax.
At one P.
Mrs. Beecher Stowe writes front her
“1 know how much you must feel what
the hero ol a lady’s novel, and administer
Among the illusions swept awav l>y M..:»Dt, Suinhm Dland
was distant. 170 miles;
a severely indexible reproot to the woman
has happened. Believe me, I will take no winter retreat in Florida: “We hear that modern science was the pleasant fancy ship's speed varying from eight to twelve knots
who had trilled with Evert; but in Miss advantage of your goodness; I will set the hotels and boarding-houses on the that the moon was a habitable globe, like per hour; wind 'south, xv'tli rain, which veered
river are beginning to be thronged, and the earth, its surface diversified with seas, to westward at eight P. M., with clear weather.
May’s presence he found this plan im- you I rue as soon as I can. My only wish no
wonder. What is the use of a glorious lakes, continents, and islands, and varied At midnigh! I judged the ship to have made
is to spare you trouble; I will take all
praetieable, and wisely refrained.
122 miles, which would place la r -D miles south
union if one doesn’t use its choice ol cli- forms of
“He went out shooting with a tool of a blame on myself
I know you are longvegetation. Theologians and of -vunbro, and 1 then left the d< k and went
mates'’
Shall
hits
ol
savants gravely discussed the probabilities into tin*
people buy rocky
hart room, leaving orders about the
boy, and lie, the boy, tired wild, and. Evert ing to lie away; and why should I delay land on the
shores of the Atlantic, and of its being inhabited by a race of sentient lookout, and to let me know if thev saw anywas badly hurt, and fever set in ; and, oh! what must come at last?
I dare say Dick
;
nd
rail me at three A. M., intending
houses
at
the
thing,
cost of lens and beings, with forms and faculties like our
Miss May, he keeps asking for you, and and Mrs. Maey, the nurse, can do all I put up
twenties of thousands lor two months’ own, and even propounded schemes ; .r then to put the ship’s head to the southward
he won’t he quiet; and the doctor said, it need now.”
and await daylight.
“Oh, if you prefer Mrs. Many’s attend- summer bathing and neglect the better opening communication with them, in ease
My first intimation of the catastrophe was the
you could you ought to come, for it might
One ot these was to con- striking of the ship on Marr’s Island and remake a difference. There’s his note, and ance, 1 am-sure it is nothing to me,” said chance of a winter home for six of the they existed.
severe months of the
Mrs. Millburn's.”
year? Kvery vear struct on the broad highlands of Asia a maining there fast. The sea immediately swept
Emily, in a remarkably cross manner.
all the port boats. I he ntlicers xvent to
as we come down we count new houses
Tlie doctor wrote, succinctly, that conj series of geometrical figures on a scale so axvay
“You are angry with me, hut there need
their stations and commenced clearing axvav
on the shores ot the St. John’s, atj gigantic as to be visible from our plane- the weather boats. Rockets were tired by the
sidering the state of the ease. Miss May’s he no difficulty, dear. You came away rising the
testing
progress ol common sense in i tary neighbor, on the supposition that the second officer. Before the beats could he clearpresence might possibly keep the patient h'om home so hurriedly that it would he this
direction. Many a delicate eonsump- ] moon people would recognize the object, ed—only ten minutes having elapsed—the ship
quictier, which was all important. Mr.-. perfectly natural for you to return to your
five, many a dyspeptic and nervous inva- and immediately construct similar figures keeled heavily to port, rendering the starboard
Millburn’s note was an inenlu rent blotted mother now.”
boats useless. Seeing that no help could be got
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Her features were regular red into bed. Vbou
tecture sink into insignificance in contrast wife, 1 heard.
that a widow’s cap would be very becom- culminated. He commences:
1'
and
her
line,
“What is this you accuse me of, madam, with this house in the solitudes of the
figure graceful and well ward- I !ieai
ing to her, and she hated liersell because
j•.
I it.torest! Moreover, the tenant fared poised, her complexion scarcely darker ahead !' and amo-t in- a,
this silly notion had come to her unbidden, ol being your former husband, ot follow- great
than a Spaniard’s; yet we were told sin- '.oils crash, and the an ni-h d m -o d !• w oi
like
a prince.
of
Within
his
with
to
I
thirty
threats
etc?
yards
kill,
you
Why,
and twisted up her hair tight and plain, ing
Ha licht-.
It was in- ;t;ip.
‘(
>11 tit 11
coniferous house a mountain stream went had been a slave. And, again, there ap► n.•
r had bur-led.
1 culled up
I. »\
and went to meet the clergyman in her do not know you—never saw you before
a white man of
lie
sea. In the swirls and
ixon
to
peared
to
1
sire
and
never
pure
that
Were
on
Anglo-S
Hear
rushing
past
Hie.
I
ad
the-,-,
|>.
earth,
pi lie
my knowledge,
old black mohair, which had' become coneddies under the shelving rocks, if une type, blonde of hair and heard, escorting rtlsli on deck. ami lhai the hop. had < \j»l«
siderably spotted down the front in the bad a wife.”
Some of them refined to u- ami -aid tliai it
She, answering, “What, sir? You deny could not land half a dozen trout within two colored damsels, one of whom, re- mattered lirth—thinking
course of her nursing.
the -p-aim -r u;.- om
an hour, lie deserved to go hungry as a
port said, he was engaged to marry. it sea—and -aid that I \\
I lie rite was made as short us p issthle, that your name is-, that you were
w « II to m.-.-i
i-»
for his awkwardness.
Now and Stopping a while in one of the dressing- death below a-ond-ek: hut I .ml l’at l..aahv
and then Mrs. Millburn senl every one once my husband, and that we separated penalty
rooms
we
noted
tlic
with
deer
out
into
alaeritv
which
then
a
came
the
my ehum. tlefermined to -ave our i.v.-s i|
in ——, Indiana?”
openings,
away, and for two days the bride stood
-ihle, and as all was e.nfu-ion b--|.>w I real
He—“Yes, madam, 1 do deny it, each and at no great distance, ipiail, rabbits the sable dressing-maids turned after per- eaailot
over the bridegroom, and fought against
lell how We cot mi d.- l
The oi lei’s
their
duties
toward
the
fair
could
be
and pigeons
found. Wlia1 did forming
and all, and most emphatically."
death till she was ready to faint.
w, :.
civ on. a- is a o m mon Hi in.: oi -' am-hipthis man want more Ilian nature furnished beauties of the ball to render a similar with sailors, that flm i.a'eht
this
a
crowd
had
been
By
time,
quite
The doctor gave up the patient entirely,
should he el.... d.
1
him? lb had a house with a “cupola'’ service to their darker sisters, buttoning ami ti" "im h" pt rmitied to
ml to the .j:
and ceased to do anything; and, as some- attracted as witnesses and auditors. She
Think me: that our live- w
two hunred and forty feet high, and game their delicate kids, and adjusting their
in iuiinintimes happens in like eases, lie took a turn evidently was not convinced of her mis.-miThis Arcadian silken trains with like care. Perhaps, if I danger we ton-ed the hate!., up and
at llie cost of taking it.
lor the better; and slowly the balance trem- take. and, after a slight pause, says:
»‘d
to
the
deck.
A"
a
v\
-non
went
on deck
“Well, tie re is one way to decide this simplicity would have made a lasting I had been “native and to the. manner we rushed to Ihe side ,-f ti ve--el. ami -aw
bled. the scale inclined, and life had won.
but for a volunteer remark, horn,” 1 should have felt a spice of the in- Hie roek. as I
“I’ll tell you what it is,” said the doc- question ot veraeitv between you and nty- impression,
supposed ahmit Hirer hundred
If you are Mr. -, and my former that nothing could lie added to give iile a dignation that tinged my companions’ yards distant. 1 tlioucht ai tir-t
: was
i self.
tor, “your wife has saved your life.”
we had struck, but
but
a
“looker-on
zest.
checks;
more
said
iceberg
being
“Well,
he,
merely
immediately aitei
yes,”
perfect
Evert turned his head on the pillow, husband, you have a deep sear in the edge
in Vienna,” 1 viewed the entire scene wards wo noticed that the -hip commenced
“1 reckon if you are going to town, you
and looked for Emily; blit she had slip- ! of and hidden by your hair, and at the
to heave and plunge. and after three or (bin
tell Jim to send me up a gallon of with amused surprise. Still, leaving tieot your forehead.”
might
top
into
the
u at. r
next
where
she
plunges she setth-d and 111
seem.,!
room,
ped away
of
the
dav
lor
some
to he ru-hing in.
plug tobacco.” It will graver political problems
1 surmise.1 that
tr <det\
sat down, feeling, for the first time, with
Imagine the scene here. All are eager whiskey and
wiser
we
heads
to
must
hollow
tree with too
solve,
I to see the result of this test, as he polls not do to invest a
question dependetl in our being on tin- -ah ..f the w-.-ri
a
strange shock, that she was actually oil’
I ruslietl > » th it -id.- and
his hat. and stooping, presents his much of sentiment and poetry, if that at least ihe expediency ot this mingling of nearest to land.
married.
What should she do? What \
w lieu the -hip comcaught liohl of ihe riui'in
not been suggested, we races on terms ol social equality.
had
message
head
i
for
She
close
could she say ? How could she tell Evert,
inspection.
nervously
menced to turn over prraduailv on her -idt'.
!
the delusion to
been
under
should
have
raises
:
his
and
looks
looks,
hair,
after all, that she only came to him as she
Cot oil the suit' of tile -hip and caught liold ot a
again ;
this day that the lives of those people,
of
is
what
there
I
w
was
sear
be
tin*
then
heard
a
no
to
seen.
lie
feels
wild
<li-m.il
w
ail,
which
Speaking
rope.
very likely
would have gone to Pat Murphy, if he had
Ii proee led
from the
that he has triumphed, and the company dwelling in a house fashioned a thousand goose chase of the Chases of this country fearful to !i-ten to.
sent for her, and consented to that marri'hen smothersteerage
passengers, who w m
rounded
to
a
were
fulla
share
for
in
the
perfect
ago,
but she amazed and years
great Townlev property
U
did
not
age rite as she had lent her silver candle- present acquit him;
la-t
more
than
two
minute-,
ing'.
one artificial want.
[Over- in England, the Chicago Tribune
sticks to hold Father Flanagan’s blessed confused, seems but half convinced. Here ness, without
when all Was -till as death.
She ('apt a in then
that a gentleman <>t Chicago has in his shouted nut that the 1 i-f chance th -urvivorthe ease rests. I have never since seen land Monthly’.
candles when Judy Murphy died ?
i
"_
or heard of this strangely deluded lady,
possession a letter from Child’ Just ice hrd was to get mi the ricubic, '-ever i! of them
The doctor went down stairs, and presdid so. 1 afterward- hear I the tir-t < t!i
r shout
Mr. George (). Gosse, the well known Bigelow, in which the Justice
hut the gentleman, the subject, of this desays: "I
ently Mrs. Millburn and Hatty came to lusion, is still
anil brilliant assistant editor of the Argus, have a nephew, a direct descendant from out that the onlv chance : >tho-e ho.-mpd -wim
on Green River, a
living
!
to
overhoar
was
am! emh-avor to n-aeh
jump
her, and overwhelmed her with embraces
citizen, and the hundreds has resigned his position on that journal, Aquilla Chase. He investigated the whole the rock. One old man held mi mod do
r-iteh
and gratitude, and a point applique set, respected, good
who know him know this was a mistake, with which ho has been connected for fif- subject several yrars ago, and became hut he seem- 1 to lmve lost his pr<
e
min
and fragmentary talk about her “tilings,”
but a mistake utterly incredible and in- teen years. During that period In* has entirely satisfied that there was no prop- I helped him to get n 'ar. r to the boat who
and proposals to send for her mother, all
some of the passengers w. re heiuc i. seued:
comprehensible— not' committed by an acquired an enviable reputation as an ac- erty belonging to the Chase heirs, and he saiit that lie would cive a hundred
dollaimingled together. Emily resolutely put
and versatile journalist,
lie
that
the
and
a
whole
is
an
intimate
complished
nor
even
friend,
story
humbug
acquaintance,
reward t<> any mail that would --m- him, hut
away the thoughtforllietime, but she could but
a happy and genial facility of
has
sw
indie.”
lived
a
man
a
who
had
with
expresnobody seemed anxious t•' »• urn th money.
by wife,
not help feeling, in an odd surprised way,
1 cave him all the a->i-,-t"
1 could under the
i in a marital relation for three of four sion and an tinfailing fund of good natured
that she was not unhappy, and despised I
and
humor.
He
will
wit
be
circumstances,
and afPiw. ards aw him cl into
good
and only separated from him then
seriously
A youthful couple in Fulton county,
years,
herself for having a sort of ashamed, fura boat ami safely land
m-imv. During that
for a few months. As a case of “mistaken missed oy the press ot the city, and we Kv., the husband aged nineteen, the wife
time -cvcral of the pas-en-ers were being contive interest in those “things," which Mrs.
it certainly is without a par- sincerely hope that his retirement, is but thirteen, have applied to the courts lor a veyed to the roek, which as near as I can indue,
identity,”
Millburn and Hatty were longing to protemporary. We learn that Mr. Gosse’s joint guardian, having become wearv ot was about thirty feet from Hu* v- '-el; there
I allel.
vide.
services have been secured by the Boston the
were three ropes from tin* -hip to th
roek and
reign of the husband’s mother-in-law. one
A week after that dav. Evert was allow- i
rope from the roek t<* the island, which waMrs. Peters, of Laural Run, Pa., put her ear & Maine Railroad Company to look alter The older married men of the
country sigh aboutone hundred and titty yards distant. Tin*
ed to sit up in his easy chair, white and out of a ear window to listen to an approach- their advertising in Maine and the Provin vain for a similar protection.
passengers by means of these ropes -a \ d themwan enough, hut with a look of returning
ing bridge, and the tattered remants of that ear inces. [Portland Press.
selves and cot on the rock, wliere they remained
health and life. Emily was sitting with now flutter as a warning signal from one of its
the
the
beautiful
O
snore,
about an hour, very few of them attemptinc t“
tier
snore,
tilling
her back to him, looking out into the leal- spans.
“Murder is a very serious thing, sir,” chamber from ceiling to floor! Overtlie coverlet, wade a-hore with tin* u--'-taner of the sinch*
less brandies of the great forest.
I
r
lit
sheet,
under
from
her dimpled chin to her line to the island. At -i\ o’clock a small boat
Four things are grievously empty: A said an Arkansas judge to a convicted
feet! Now rising aloft like a bee in June; or skid*came to our ns-i-tamv. hut the sea was
“Emily,” said Mr. Millburn, at last.
head without brains, a wit without judg- prisoner. “It is next to stealing a horse pretty
now sunk to the wail of a cracked bassoon!
so heavy that they could not rescue anv of those
“Yes,” she answered quietly, but did ment, a heart without honesty, and a or a mule, sir, and I shall send you to the Now flute-like subsiding, then rising again, is j who were on either the roek or the -hip. A
State
Prison
for
six
sir.”
not turn her head.
without
the
beautiful
years,
suore
o(
Elizabeth Jane.
purse
money.
quarter of an hourVitterwards a man on shore
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on a blockboard, “Cheer
Letter from Florida.
np. the boats
coming to your assistance.’’ which elicited
hearty cherrs from the unfortunate beings,who
Correspondence of the Journal.
thought th o at e\t ry minute they would find a
Jacksonville, March 9.
watery grave. About half an hour afterwards
we saw some men earning a boat over the
1 have just been reading a letter from
rocks on tiie island, and in a few minutes
the North giving an account of the snow
thereafter th«*\
inched it and went to the i
rock, ami lesrtii
in this way three boat loads
squalls that have recently visited your

vviofe
arc

<•(

pa-s-

i,_-.

i.

about

thirty-six

persons.

| section,
1

Curing the time they were rescuing these men
fr an the rock
he Captain ami the
assengers
on trie ship c.-fthd
loudly to tho*e hi the boat to
>Mic »o the ship and take them
off first.a* they
were in most imminent danger.
The Captain
called out to file men in the l>0 t to e<*me to the
vessel and he would
give them $500 for every
load they would rescue. The boat commenced
taking men lr»*m the ship, and rcseu* -I two
boat loads, and m half an hour afterwards
anotin-j- boat caine to tiieir assistance and took
ofi diose p rson* wjm were clinging to the
\ tb rd boat caine off with tin* third
rigging
officer. Bradv, who had succeeded in getting to
the shore previously bv tlie a>d >f
I got
ropes,
into this boat with sev.-ral others and landed in
satetv.
When I l« fi about eighty persons still
remained on the side of the vessel and the rigging
Those remaining when I leit seemed
quite cool and confident of being rescued. I
being wet through to the skin and much exhausted from the cold, crawled as 1 could
scarcely walk, to the nearest house, where wer>
a
great many persons before me.
We were
treat- d with the greatest kindness. In about
an hour after getting wanned I
went down to
the wreck and it was a fearful sight to behold.
Some were still remaining on the
vessel; others
had been washed up on the beach, which was
strewn around mall directions with dead bodies.
1 saw one woman who exerted herself in
getting out ol the cabin to tin* rigging; but
■c* no one could render her assistance she froze
to deatli in the
rigging. She seemed to have
be<m lashed to the rigging, as when I saw her
ti'-m the shore her body
hung downwards. I
vtvv that no more
assistance could be rendered,
v"
I. with ^<>ine others, got into a skiff and
rowed to a fisherman’s house, where tin* first,
third and sixth engineers were, with about
fifteen others. We took dinner, and afterwards
vve thought it tin- best
plan to walk to the city.
the accommodation there was meagre, so
|
many people there from the wreck.
We started j
at
half-past one yesterday afternoon. The roads j
Ai re
in a fearful condition—i foot of snow in
nn»>t places—but a* vve received refreshment
two places along the road, which
helped n>
wc arrived in
the city at* a quartei to eleven
'clock last night: saw the Mayor of the city,
v\ In. directed us to the
police station, where vve
were taken care of in a first class manner.
the CHIEF ENdl.VEER’S REPORT.
John Fnxlcy. ( hiet Engineer, says the vessel
Mrurl, on the rock at a
quarter past three o’cl ck
\
M. on tie* Ft inst.. and commenced to heel
■Ai r, the
'hip and hold filling rapidly. All
Mu* female passengers who were ash
ep at the
die the
ship struck were prevented from coning "ii deck
t!ie
seas
over
the ship
by
washing
od tilling her.
Some of the passengers got
ii
tie lililei.it". the davit falls
being cut away
allow ihe boats to float clear of the davits in
the expectation of getting clear of the vessel
by
th u
means, but a sett broke on board and
washetl the greater portion of the passengers
a ho were in
the boats out, the boats were stove,
and those who ventured in them
perished.
I he third officer. Mr.
Brady, and two quartermasters swam ashore with a small line which
enabled a great number of the passengers and
■
ew to get. on shore.
I got on the roek soon
afterwards, and also Robert Herring, second;
b.hn Hodgson, third; William Patterson,
fourth: Samuel Davis, sixth, and Robert Melanin, seventh engineers, and we and others
•t the
rew and
passengers assisted others to !
proceed from tin vessel to the rock.
A
-•“:lt many of the people were drowned while
j
•oming from the vessel by the rope to the rock.
I he cold was m> intense that some of
them,
being benumbed, were unable to hold on to the
ro|»e and they let go. and we were unable to
ndor them any assistance. The rock that we
wen
on was covered with
seaweed, which
made it very dangerous to stand
upon, and it'
edges were round.
All on the rock
soaking
wet
and coid
being
were unable to render
any assistance to those
who were in the greatest of
peril. A number
"t them were washed off the wreck and
drowned,
and a number who were
trying to get from the
rock to the island by a line were also
washed
from it and drowned.
We could perceive people falling from the ship’s side and rigging.
I iiree boats which were carried
across
the
>htud rendered assistance in
conveying the
passengers and crew from the vessel and rock
to the shore.
Several persons who became
•omp'i b iy exhausted laid down on the rock
an-i died.
Some of the passengers became
maniacs, teamed at the mouth
and tottered
about like childn u.
We weic very kindly re'•ci\ *;i and treated by the
people on shore.* Mr.
Ryan, magistrate, and Mr. James O.vely, rishernian. rendered u> every assistance.*
The
chief officer. Mr. Frith, who it is
supposed was
drowm d. ivn* se-u clinging to the rigging, but
n<» assistance could be
given him. At eleven
"'clock the same morning the ship was
breaking
ami
the
up
cargo washing ashore.
Corpses
were also washed within reach.
We started at
two o'clock yesterday afternoon lor
Halifax and
arrived in town at eleven
clock P. M.. where
we were well cared for.
The fifth engine, i,
I nomas (Irani !
rquehart, belonging to Dum1! " •s, (>*land, i' among the drowned. Incident' ol the mo>t
heartrending character occurred. riie little fellow, the only child saved
1 roin the wreck, rushed
up on deck with the
stream of pa-s.-ngers when the first alarm was
given. Hi> parents and otbe: members of his
family were still below. They perished when
th- 'lup tilled and fell over on her
side.
Hustie about along with that
struggling mas.' of
excited humanity, the piteous screams of the
po«»r little fellow went to the stoutest heart. He
leapt -I upon the back of one of the men in the
h"P*» of being saved by him.
But the man
‘-hook oft tie1 wailing
boy. His cries at last
.•‘meted the Papfain, who,
the
perceiving
f- n c loti' manner in winch
in was struggling
tor life, called out to the men who were
sup
'Minding the lines that led to the rock and safety
t" endeavor, if
possible, to save the boy. The
p""r lit?i< fellow was
immediately passed over
tic head* of the
struggling mass of beings and
place.| mi the boat. The kindly men who were
niggling to ivc life almost wept for sympathy
:i'
I)llt tic lad on 'lion*. >af-* in hodv,
I hough sadly atlliefed
by hi' parents’ |0's.
M r. V <*\|ey. tIi -* ehiel engineer, who remaiuII
‘*l,‘ t'"'1' ,,,r several
hours assisting the
pH'seiiiM-rs to land from the ship, says if was
extremely harrowii.g to behold file sufferings
“«
unfortunate creatures even after they
were
r seiicd.
Some died after they had
M biken to the
mainland.
AH the passenaers *ipi*;ik mi
Hu- highest terms of tie* gallant
"udiiet o! the third "flier. Mr.
Br.ad>, and the
tM't engine, j|-arti-ailar, who remained on
t in* wreck for hour'
the passengers to
assisting
1'
u
''"ck.
Two ladv cabin passengers
•'I'le 0,1
‘ii the
xcitement and stood near
"• " aecihoU'i*.
Th-y hesitated a moment, as
p.mie-stn.-ken. and returned into the «*omp-unouway. :is ij I-*■•:, mg for
something. Pres"*>••
-i
i endeavored to reach the
l!; \
f"i a ar-i part of tin*
ship from when* the. pas*'r" ■Vi " being
nt ashore on the lines. At
.V
M
moment a hug-- wave
swept over the ship’s
1 b«*men
j0 the rigging heard
clinging
1"" 11-rti endm
g siirieks, and when the looked
:g.i m t ,-* worn, j; 1 rid
-1i' jipeared. These are
n
1 *' vv
,i|,‘ ten il-!e incidents of that t'earwt-.M-k,
Young men as well as old became
l!
1} /:'-l. and a' they <*lung to the rigging or
1 ’I"' vessel th. \ mm-iikmI bereft of
!
'-Ol, ;in
wlif-n spoken in In- Ihe others to
-o'''1 themselves
they would
1
-1"
o stare lixidlv :u the
'•
‘‘C
speakers
11
-i "Inning
boat?”
lone,
''-bo won- roused out of their
" 1:1»:i'-••■-••'•I\ lime to |.ut iheir clothes on
in I
ll'll on deck ere
they perished. One cabin
pas'eiiger. a \ .'Him man. came
iq, with only a
'! on.
lie lung t" the
ship's 'ide for a time
"*d finally ro.i-i oil info the
sea and was lost.
Biiston. \ pril r». ’throe hundred and twelve
'fci*rag»* pas'etigrrs from Ihe
wrecked steamer
Atlantic .inivetl a1 Boston this
nv rning hv the
Railway.
were
r.asli‘!'!i
They
received by’ soyral eiti/eu' and an escort.
of police and eon>.m t- d i.> I'am inl
Hall, where a bountiful breukfa'f awaited t hem. A
number of gentlemen are
,n •■ub-n.lanee
upon them as
relief committee
,Vrr|V"
contributions
«,f monev and
:,!K].[”
lot hmg, acting by
request of the Mayor*
*
(u-y report a very smootli passage from
Halifax to fort land, and
say that every act
k!,i,lm**s has been performed for them which
",
( hristian
could
charity
possibly suggest, but
.IMA an* at best a
sail stricken, dejected looking
s‘‘t
w,,“
to have left the best part
"t l'}
heir hopes and their lives
with their lost
on-"- i>i) that cruel
night. The entire party will
ieceive the kindest
hospitality during the dav
and leave to-night
by Fall* River steamboat
route.
«

■

■

ARRIVAL or STRVIVORS IN NEW
YORK

M:w Vniiic, April (i. Three
hundred and live
of he survivors of the
Atlantic arrived at 7
..clock tl„s morning
by the steamer Newport.
It bring generally known
Unit they were eom'"g. 1“ cai Iv as 4 o'clock anxious
crowds gathered around I in- pier and the
wildest exciteA' sf""> ilK 'he
!!1, |i
neared
Newport
." |,u 1 t*,p '^,<;k was closed and none hut employes and members of the press were admitted
inside tile gale-.. Meanwhile the
Commissioners of Emigration had the
tug Thomas Fletcher
chartered, and io avoid liie large crowds outSi.ie ol ihe pier, rail her
up close to the Newport, took the unfortunate passengers on hoard
and steamed down to Castle
Garden, where the
scene battled
description. Thousands of men,
women and children of
almost every nation
wm-e gathered, and it
was with the greatest
difficulty I hat they could he kept troin forcing
their way tin ough liie gales. The
fellows looked
starved, wretched and miserably clad and seemed very much disheartened.
On their arrival
att list H Garden
they were registered as usual,
allct winch their friends who
were waiting in
the information
room, sent in the names of
those whom
they sought, and as a wife, child
sister or brother
recognized one of the unfortunate men whom
they deemed lost, the scene
was
heartrending. The men gave way entirel\, anil the women either rwood&I or screamed
from joy. Even outside the
gates the men and
women who were
gathered there in
sobbed and cried bitterly. After a short groups
time a
splendid Ineaklast was laid, consisting of coffee,
boiled eggs, tongue, ham, white bread and butter and boiled beef, of which the
starving men
partook plentifully. During the day they seemed to become more reconciled to their fate. At
3 P. M. a sumptuous dinner was served of
soup, ioast beef, corned beet, potatoes, bread
and eake. About 100 of them leave
to-night at
7 o’clock on the Erie line for their
destinations,
anil the remainder in a few days. The
majority
of the men speak disparagingly of the
captain
and crew, and complain that after
being two or
three days at sea their lood was cut short.
The man who loves to steal a weigh is inform
ed that that is a very scaly business.

netting eighteen inches of the
genuine article to the squall. Sitting in
my room this evening, arrayed much as
you have seen me at camp on a hot. day in

June. 1 fine it difficult to lvdieve that there
arc within
sight of your sanctum snow
drifts six feet in depth.
[’ll .t such is the
tact, however, finds confirmation in the
norther that for several days prior to the
last two has been stealing over us. Residents here say that extremely
ot snow at the north or west

falls

heavy

always affect

the temperature here, and that the cold
ot this winter tias been severer than for
I cannot gainsay the
many years past.
fact, ot course; but it this has been a cold

winter in Florida I ought to be thankful
that it was not my luck to be here through
a warm one.

1 have spent the day at Mandarin, the
winter residence of Mrs. Stowe, fifteen
miles up tlm river from this place. In
lien of snow drifts I found 'here drifts of

peach blossoms fallen from

the branches

to make room lor the fruit that is soon to

succeed them

in lieu of the cold, crisp

;

air from the surface of a snow bank, I
found the air laden with the delicious perfume ol orange blossoms ; blossoms

ing with fruit fully ripened
branch: a sight of which
heard and read, but which

hang-

the

on

same

have often

1

never

before

met my incredulous vision.
There too I
found the almond tree, bearing the same

fruit known to os as the solt-shelled
almond; the olive tree, bearing the same
Iruit that we import from abroad, both in
full leaf: the fig trpe, its buds swollen
almost to

bursting, blackberry bushes

in

blossom, verbenas with their red, white,
and scarlet caps on, —tin; day of jessamine
and spring-flowers, as we call them, gone

by-—bananas,

their broad sabre-shaped
leaves unsheathed. But enough. What I
saw lo-dav at Mandarin is but the counterpart ot what may be seen in other

favorably loealed spots throughout

eastern

Florida.

Of the eastern portion of. the
peninsula, lying on the Gulf, 1 cannot
not

speak,

having visited that section.
beautiful picture—is it not? What
a pity that there is a shadow on it!
In a
few months the promise of this bountiful
blossom will find its fulfillment in a
bountiful crop of fruit; hut where will its
It is

a

he?

owners

Fugitives

from this winter

paradise, seeking retuge in the now snowladen north ; by seaside, lakeside, on the
mountain top or in the shade ot the valley,
any where so that they may
reach of the hot, scorching,
summer’s sun. I do not mean
all in tins sweeping remark,
here men from the north and

be out ot

sweltering
to include

I find

lor
wer'

make this their home the
year

who

through

;

hut they are a minority.
Neither do I
mean that there is no
place in Florida
where a white man can live
comfortably
the year through; but such localities are
he found only, so tar as
my observation has extended, and so far
as 1 can learn from reliable
authority, in
contiguity to the sea. I think such a locality can be found near the mouth of the
St. John, and northerly towards the line
ot the State, and
southerly as tar as and

They

rare.

can

including St. Augustine. As a winter
home, indeed for seven or eight months in
the year, this section of Florida is a de-

lightful place of residence, I have no
doubt, from my own experience and what
I

learn.

though

For the residue of the year, ala

paradise

endurable

save

to the negro, it is barely
to those who are native-

boni oi- are thoroughly acclimated.
I am
well aware that there arc those who will
take exception to this opinion. T
give it
as mv own ; let it
go for what it is worth.

In my judgment this is not
home for the agriculturist

a

desirable

coming from

the north.

Il he has wealth sufficient to

purchase

orange grove,

an

tor the cultivation ol that

afford to wait

some

or

soil suitable

fruit,

and can

six years before real-

izing any return from his investment, and
has
surplus of money adequate to the
payment ol the expenses annually incurred for that length of time, he can come
here and pass a portion of the
year very
pleasantly; far more comfortably than at
the north ; hut for the residue of the
year
he will find neither pleasure or comfort.
II he is destitute ot the means
necessary
to purchase a
plantation and to pay for
the labor required to carry if on, hut depend wholly on the might of his own

good right arm. in my judgment lie had
belter stay where he is, and wrench a
living from the rugged soil of New England. lie will know then from a
rough
experience what the chill of winter is,
but he will live and die in blissful
ignoof “chills and fever.” Nature is

rance

not a

niggard here; she pays bountiful
wages to those who serve her, hut she is
just as hard a master here as any where
else. Cotton and cane and sweet
potatoes
do not grow
spontaneously. The man
who would raise either must labor for it
just

as persistently as lie labors to raise
his oats and grain and Jackson Whites at
tin north.
I he rock did not yield water
until it was smitten by the prophet’s
rod;
the rod witli which the earth must be
smitten to call forth its wealth of products
is labor.

In
stood

saying all this [ would not be
as intending to utter a word

underin dis-

paragement of the soil of Florida or its
productive capabilities. Some ot the soil
1 have seen is
very productive; some very
poor; much that for agricultural purposes
is utterly worthless. The same may be
said with equal truth, perhaps, of
any
large section of country. Agricultural
labor judiciously expended here is sure of
a

rich return ; tor the cultivation of semi-

tropical fruits there is, probably, no other
portion of the United States equal to it.
Capita! judiciously invested will yield a
handsome profit.
There is a mine of
wealth in her forests. Some of
my friends
call me visionary when I
predict that the
lime
will come when her mammoth
cypresses, their tops high up in the sky,
their roots deep in the water, will be
utilized. I am not willing to believe that
the good Cod created her immense
cypress
swamps to be forever the haunts of snakes
and alligators. I have faith in the future
of Florida; but her present is not the
feast to which I would invite the

population of the north.

laboring

I cannot close this without
doing violence to my sense of duty unless I
say
■omething of Florida as a place of resort
lor invalids.
I made a slight allusion to
this matter in a former
letter; since then
I have lookeil into it more
thoroughly, and
aided by my own experience and observation, I now give you, in few
the

words,

result at which I have arrived.

speaking, remember, of eastern
ern

I

am

and northFlorida, and of invalids who make it

a

place of temporary,

not

permanent resi-
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dence.
I believe that invalids suffering lrom
what we unprofessional men usually de-
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nominate rheumatic and nervous affeca residence here during the
winter months escape, for the time being,
the aches and pains which render life at
the north during the same season of the
year undesirable if not almost unendurable to them. Whether a permanent cure
can bo wrought by a residence of one
winter here, I can better say a year hence,
should I live so long. I believe that a
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License

vs.

Prohibition.

The Rockland Gazette is unhappy because we recently said a tew words in favor
of the Illinois liquor law, which it designates as “a

cowardly and unjust law.”
talks very fluently about prin-

The Gazette
ciples, &c., but says nothing about the
practical workings of the respective laws
of license and prohibition. A prohibitory
law has been upon the statute book of
Maine for a quarter of a century, and as
an agent for the suppression of the sale of

I--LConnectiout.

The

victory

democracy

can

in Connecticut.

Letter

claim

a

decided

From

Boston.
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Generalities.
A Cincinnati paper speaks of

Boston, April 7, 1873.
questigation.”
sional delegation remains as before, one
Buzz-saw item—ll- iirv
Newspapers, news-boys and newsy peodemocrat and three republicans. Inger- ple have talked of nothing, all the week, tine, Texas. In liis life lie
death in* was divided.
The

Congres-

soll, the democratic candidate for Goveris elected by from three to four thou-

but the wreck of the steamer Atlantic off

Halifax. Additional

nor

sand majority. And the Legislature, at
this writing is so close as to be verv
doubtful. The canvass lias been a very
quiet one, and the gain of a Governor
may be imputed solely to the uninfluenced
sentiment of the people. Gen. Hawley,

kept

particulars each day,

the interest intense, and the arrival

Saturday morning of the saved passengers, made a grand sensation among
the foreigners of the city; each one
fully
oil

believing

that

some

ot

his

numerous

A
says,
ows

a

“coroner's in-

Stanaker, of Paleswas lovely, and his

California scientist has discovered, as he
that eels leave the water to graze in meadthe evening.

during

Patrick Kavanaugh, a Portland teamster, fel
rrora his jigger,
Tuesday night, and was crushed
beneath the wheels and instantly killed.
Ida Lewis and her husband don’t live
happily
She is a coquette, and he is
jealous
Such is the fate of ail heroines.

together.

and cross.

drinks has proved a total
cousins were to be handed to his welcome
It is charged that Agassiz likes a mint
There are thirty places in Bel- who is returned to Congress from the first embrace.
julep
as well as manv other men who don’t make any
to knowing where the water went
fast
where
be
is
to
preb-psions
the
to-day
district,
Butler
and
The
liquor
may
excitement
at
opposed
the
bought,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
Eastern depot at to when
the flood subsided.
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which I We think, from report, that there are
Grant combination in the salary business, the expected time of the
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
train, kept an
A man who bought a thousand Havana cigars
it is to go.
quite as many in Rockland. Principle in and refused to have anything to do with additional police force lively; while the recently, on being
asked what he was carrying,
this matter is unsupported theory—prac- the steal. His re-election is about as
43“ 8. M. Pettengit.l & Co., 0 State St., Boston
replied that they were tickets to a course of lecgood enthusiastic ciowd cheered and pushed at tures
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
to
be
bv
his wife.
given
tice is the true test; and by this standard as a democratic victory.
lor procuring subscriptions and forwardin"
the arrival of every train which steamed
that there is a rejuvenating element in Agents
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
advertisements.
is a total failure. Many who
Since the above was written, republican into the
prohibition
depot. When their arrival was have done nothing in my speculations. I have
this climate, although the Fountain of
43“ S. R, Nilks, No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston.
in their earlier experiences were confident
papers concede that the democrats have a finally announced, and they slowly wend- th.- most complete faith in printers’ ink. Ad43“ Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
Perpetual Youth has not yet been discov- York,
vertising is the road to busiuess.” [Barnum.
will receive advertisements for this
of forcing the appetites of men to succumb majority in the lower branch of the
paper,
legis- ed their way from the cars, it was heard
ered. I believe that persons in that con- at the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
An Indiana Sunday-school man writes to a
have
to law,
attention.
totally reversed their belief, lature, and that the Senate stands 11 re- from every point—“Sure, its him!” “Its Bible
firm in NVw York “Send me on some
dition usually called the incipient
stage of
43“ Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, and renounced prohibition. Ex-Gov. John
to
10
democrats
publicans
me brother!"—alas' too often,
papers and book-. Let the books
later, the Sunday-school
be
consumption can derive benefit from a is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
about
pirates and Indian- as far as possible.’’
H. Clifford is a prominent example of this
tear-stained laces told the sad mistake.
residence
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
here, provided they
temporary
Uld of forty girls at a
none
He recently testified before a com“After Perhatu, what?” is the title of Entertainment was served for
date oil the cokrid slips attached to the paper. It class.
them at of them could tel! how boarding-school
arrive early in the autumn and
many years George
delay their is the only form ol receipt now used. For instance mittee of the Massachusetts
an article in the Portland Advertiser of
in
was
Fanenil Hall, where over three hundred Washington
legislature
president, 1* they knew to a
15 May 74, means that the subscription is
paid to
departure until late in the spring, and that
cent the cost of any kind of hustle in the market.
date. When a new payment is made, the date
regard to prohibition, as follows—
Tuesday, in which are reviewed the can- ot the bruised and tattered men partook
will
be
to
chanced
and
most
of
that
take
suitcorrespond,
all,
SUBSCRIBERS
provided,
1 he Rockland and Belfast stages have been
they
II t did believe it possible, I should say God didates that have been named for the reARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT
of the good things generously
provided. longeron runners the past winter than any
able care of themselves, and are suitably DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in THEIR
speed the work. It’I believed it would improve
arrears
nomination
next
summer.
publican
The
season
tor twenty years.
morals
of
1
the
lie
ever ready Relief Committee
Wheels were usfd
Massachusetts; if it would serve
cared for. The great mistake made by are requested to fi rward the sums due.
crept Thursday, the
as a shield to my boys, who are growing
:irst time since a week before
up, writer concludes that Gen. Davis Tillson,
into
the
midst
and
quietly
distributed ar- Ghristma*.
from the possible temptations which they may
many is that they come too late and
of Rockland, will best fill the
43“ In sending m«ney, state THE POST OFmeet, I would certainly find myself in the rank's
require- ticles of clothing, which made a decided
The Boston Traveller intimates that Senator
leave too early in the year, and are too FICE to which the paper is sent.^®4
of those who are urging it to its most efficient ments.
The General is a good man. His
improvement upon the novel costumes in Sumner ha- declared tliar be will not again put
execution.
But
I
am very well persuaded that
to
infer
from
the
«
condition
!
apt
improved
hi- feel on Massachuseps soil until the battle
are
not
half
so
bad
as
politics
it is only a step in the wrong direction, And
might be which most of them were arrayed. No nag resolves of the last State
in which they find themselves after
The Reign of Fraud.
Legislature are
from the fact, as I believe, that it tends to inbeing
thought from the party that he affiliates doubt the day at Fanenil Hall, where sott rescinded.
crease Hie evils of intemperence, I think it will
here a month or two that a cure has been
with.
if
But
he is willing to leave his bread with fresh butter was
Dishonesty among our public men lias have a tendency' to destroy very much of what
The following notice was recently posted on
dealt freely,
effected ; as a consequence they are apt to
the premises of a very rich Kentucky farmer:
become epidemic. ft breaks out in the manliness there is among us, by the attempts granite quarries, profitable contracts and made an
contrast
to the close
to
execute
it.
agreeable
“If
become careless in their mode of life,
any man’s or woman’s c.»ws or oxens gits
most unexpected places, and appals I he
peace of mind, for the bores and annoy- steerage and ban tack of the ill-fated in these here oats, bis 01 her tail will be cut otl
Ex-Gov.
Washburn
testified
at
Emory
too
to
the
yield
as the case may be.’’
easily
temptation of appe- public with the aspect and
ances that surround the Governor’s
chair, steamer,
proof of moral the same time that lie was an
l’he little hoy, Hanley, a cabin
early and he isn’t the man we
tite, and their last state becomes worse rottenness
A second-hand furniture dealer on
where all was believed to be fair
taken him tor. It is
Michigan
earnest advocate of prohibition, but had
passenger, and only child saved, was sud- avenue. Detroit, hung 01:r tear!, 1'hursday.
than their first. I do not believe that
inbetter to be King ot Hurricane Island tor
and honest. The most
!
Fur
converted
scribed,
Mm'!"
into
and
question
the
perplexing
lion
of
,,Buggy
denly
inadvertently
the day
seen that he was wrong.
He said—
those in whose system the insidious dishung it upon a second-hand bedstead on the
life than Governor of Maine for one or With such
ol the day is whether the country is
drifting
I admit, Mr. Chairman, and I beg, in iust.ee
startling events and changes, sidewalk, where it at:ranted much attention.
ease has many any very considerable
pro- to utter extinction of
two years.
to my own consistency, to say that I do conthe little fellow ot eleven
public
integrity,
years could
Confectioners lind tiledi choicest goods in the
or
with
whom
the
disease
is
heredi- and
the selling of liquor under licenses to lie
gress,
the sure decay of that personal recti- sider
a
moral evil, and one which 1 would gladly
scarcely realize the loss of father, mother Chocolate line at W. Baker A: Co/s well known
—Wiscasset
taxes dogs a dollar a head.
tary, can derive any essential benefit from tude which was
Boston
House, of nearly a hundred years standavoid if possible. But of two coils I would
once thought to lie the
and brother, and his lone condition in a ing. Their Chocolate
a wimer's residence here.
liquors art (.-specially
The hands of
c/ioosf the less; and I believe it would be a
Lewiston
is
tortured
first requirement of men in public stations. less evil to
by organ grinders. strange
and deserves especial attention.
Solti
country; lint accepted his honors tine
carry on this sale under proper
the destroyer may be stayed, but not paraeverywhere.
—Our Maine exchanges have had a with
And this state of things is reacting upon restrictions than to carry out the existing
child-like appreciation. Most
pure
lyzed.
system of legislation.
Baih,
Lost t»verboard from the
great deal ol law in them of late.
of the day tie was busied in writing his schooner April
Fannv K. Shaw Wa ts, of Thon.uaI could give you details of some eases private morality. The example of the
These views were sustained by the tesCredit Mobilier fraud will he used by hosts
—The geese ol Bangor anil Portland autograph, tor which he received one dol- ton, on the passage from this port to Cardenas,
which would start tears in your eyes;
timony of more than a hundred of the
on the night ot March Uh, Fred B. Treat,
of those who betray the trusts of private
are
recognizing their wild brethren as lar per copy, and when the time drew sixteen, son ot lb in > Treat of Bangor, aged
cases where a
most exalted and respected citizens of the
and
loving wife or husband lias life as their
justification. The Congres- state. We
they fly over. Some o! them put it in near tor the company to take the train tor brother of Charles H. Treat ot this city.
brought here tenderly a beloved compan- sional
oppose their experience and
.James Dennis,
at the Casco Iron
New York, his pockets weighed
salary steal will work like a cor- firm convictions to the theories of the t he papers.
ion in the hope that restored health would
heavily Works Portland, employed
was found dead on the Unis
and loathsome poison through all
—Since the legislature has adjourned, with his easily earned dollars. The steam- at Dcermg, opposite TukevN Bridge, Thursday
he the reward of saint-like devotion to rupting
Gazette, and point to the state ol things
the minor channels of legislation, the
He was at work Wednesday and
ship company are anxious to adopt him, morning. got intoxicated
in Maine to-day, flowing as the state does they bring back the memory of those
the poor, panting sufferer.
It proved to
alter work and lost his
probably
ramifications of business, and the relations
and
will
mourn
if
is
wav
he
loll into tin- w ate rand was drowned.
left
unat
home,
with unlicensed rum. in support of our jovial days,
hardly
be a vain hope.
Worse than this, eases
Augusta, by playing “Ten
of private life.
The seeds of villainy are
claimed upon their mercy. He protests,
A Washington clerk.a nativ of Maine,opposes
in which the invalid has come alone, unatposition. The prohibitory scheme of Maine nights in a bar-room.”
vv< man suffrage in tin
of surprising fruitfulness.
< amden
Herald. Has
however, that they wen- going to see tiis “Noel
is only a hypocritical machine, run in the
Dr. McHuer, tiie well known a ;d
tended by friends, been thrown upon the
Byron” been beaten m a competitive exhighly
Among the most serious lapses of pub ic
uncles
in
New
amination
for
.Jersey.
some
by
interests
of
certain politicians. respected Bangor physician, died in that
promotion
tender mercies of strangers, who have not
aspiring lady
personal
who has proved to hr better
men, although acting in a private capacity
qualified, that he
Fast day dawned bright and warm, and
The Illinois law would break up their city on Saturday, where he had resided
been deaf to the call ot humanity,but who
conclude* Hiat no woman an la. safely allowed
in this particular instance, is that of John
as a rest Irom the
could do little more than array the poor,
busy cares of every day, to vote? [Portland Pre-s
plans and turn them adrift to earn their for forty years.
(h Fremont.
If the charges alleged
was welcome to the
In tl:
That’s
what’s
the
trouble
with
laboring classes, at
the schooner G.
emaciated body in the habiliments ot the
living.
—The driver of a hearse that takes
Ki-ycuc ot the pw
against him, and apparently proven in the them, when a
least. Regattas, base ball and additional W Kimball ot Kockland a-1lore on < attvhbunk,
of
is
talked
Worse
a
thousand
times
change
us
policy
still,
before reported, the line from the shore wa>
grave.
corpses through Bangor, stops the vehicle
French courts, are true, he was the chiet
entertainments at the several places ot >hot from a common 'ptbngffeid : ;rte, the line
about.
at the saloons and takes
worse, cases in which the stranger invalid,
frequent drinks, amusement, made an
being attached to tlie ramrod.
director in a first class swindle perpe\
gun was
enjoyable occasion tried four times, un-n-. ---fu lly. <bot
with pecuniary means hut little more than
the Commercial says.
the distance
trated upon the credulous people of that
The Portland papers state that the proto,
“Sarah
about
and her young man.”
two hundred yards.
being
enough to bring him here, yet encouraged
—Another newspaper lias rushed into
country. In a suit just terminated at prietors ot the Preble House blocked the
April fool day, though not a legal holiReports from the Isthmus -av that steamship
by the senseless cry, “Go to Florida and Faris, lie has been found
the Held ot letters iti Maine, and the venTropic picked up at sea a boat containing two
guilty and sen- game of some striking waiters by having
day for the masses, was faithfully ob- men
be healed,” has come and died, alone—
and a woman, the solo survivors of ship J.
tenced to five years imprisonment. For- 1 colored ones trom Boston in readiness, so ture is that of two ladies. Airs. F. S. serve!
small
who
W.
FI well, from L'verpo.d for Valparaiso, with
by
boys,
with no hand of friend or stranger to wipe
stopped horseGetehell
and
Sue
\Yr.
wliicfi took li.'*<* and blew up. These perSanford
have
coal,
his
just
for
comfort, the condemned that when the strike was proclaimed, the
cars, dropped inviting looking parcels, sons had
the death-dew from his forehead, the tunately
been two and a half months in the
was was not within reach ot the French
others took their places, and business pro- issued Once a Week, a well printed eight and
stayed near by with paws in the boat.
twinkling stars the only watchers over
at
Lewiston,
ft
makes a
laws; but the sentence will hang ove" his reeded without interruption. The strikers page paper,
trou sers pockets, and mouths gaped wide
Another WC.--.msin man has fallen a victim
him as he sunk into his last sleep.
Have
handsome appearance.
to the law which allows a woman t<(
head for the remainder ot his life
wero as much surprised as some of their
procure a
to gloat, over the victim who had 1
open,
invalids, with death clutching at their
poliev of assurance on her husband’s life. The
It seems that some four or five years brethren at the Delavan House, in
—Rev.
James
Freeman
Clark
lias
been
Albany,
forgotten that, once in the year “Things companies remark that under the present mixed
heart-strings, no friends at home ?—or are
I condition of chemical expert testimony it would
Gen. Fremont, together with three some years ago. The proprietors became preaching at Gov. Washburn, ot .Massa- are not what
they seem."
those (riends brutes, or idiots ? Would to ago,
be throwing good money after bad to dispute
|I the
others, Epperson, Sehmoele and Snethen, aware of an intention to strike on the part chusetts, because he omitted the word
laim. although they know where she
The closing days of Lent give visions
God that lie would open the mental eyes
j
became owner- of the franchise of the of the dining hall attendants, who were “humiliation” from his fast day proclama- ot
j bought the strychnine.
gay attire, and those pretty suits which
of those to whom much has been given to
Parsons of Portland, fell from the
Memphis, El Paso and Pacific Railroad. all white men.
They didn’t rally the tion. Perhaps, after all, the Rev. gentle- have been carefully concealed til! Easter wtPoliceman
see how far better it would be to
stern bound Pullman train Monday night,
glorify It was a railroad on
colored
man
but
hired
a
knows
sufficient
numthat
about
four miles from Brunswick Station, and
troops,
only
paper only, not a
"pride that apes! sabbath, will dawn upon the admiring
humanity by founding a hospital in nrle
was picked lip and brought
t-> Brunswick by
having been built, but was to re- ! ber of good looking girls, and had them humility.”
gaze ot tlie gushing females.
section men. lb wa> seriously injured, and
Florida than by building a church to
ceive a certain quantity of land for
can live but a few hours,
li is not known how
—The Maine Poultry Association lias
every trained as waiters in a hall in another
The Jowl creation are equally expectant, he
glorify God 1
happened to fall, as no om- on the train saw
mile ot track laid. Bonds were issued, part of the city. Dresses were prepared been
Tills is my last letter from the “Land of
fully organized. Fred. Atwood is lor the call upon their earnest endeavors him fall or new that lie had fallen.
pledging the lands that the companv for them, with short sleeves, high necked, the Waldo director. An exhibition will during lhe abstinence from
Flowers.” In a few days I turn my
Friday, J. K. Gould of Milo, gave two checks
meat, almost
steps owned
on the Eastern
Bank to a neighbor, one T. H.
only contingently, and put upon ami with a knot of ribbon at the throat. be held at Portland next January
Wi
untits them lor the cares later in the seatowards home. Home 1 New England 1
to get cashed in Bangor.
Palmer,
Palmer took
the market of this country, tint the field When the conspiring waiters marched out
“Where’er I roam, whatever realms to see
hope our roosters will be in condition by son, when the little ones come creeping them to tin bank, where, not having the -ash,
My heart iintravelled fondly turns to thee.” of operations was too near the mythical of the hall, these girls marched in, and that time.
him a check on Boston for $*2800,
they
gave
into this cold world, and demand the fhat
being the amount -»t the two check'*.
W. G. C.
lands, and so would not go, and it was the meals proceeded without interruption.
whole attention of mother Biddv.
Palmer then forged Gould’s name on the check
—The State constables in
Chicopee,
resolved to seek another and more fruit- We happened to be stopping at the house
and carried it to the Second National Bank
shut up the bake shops on
Letter from Rockland.
I’alm Sunday made a to ely call for where it was ashed. 'The forgery was soon
ful one.
The French consul general in on the day of the strike, and our decided Mass., recently
discovered and the matter Is in the hands ot the
couldn't
their
beans.
Sunday,so
spruce
people
get
boughs and other green twigs, police.
Correspondence of the Journal.
this country, Baron Boilleau, was a opinion is that the
change was a good one. It is not
which
were
Rockland, April 8th.
yet reported whether this was
particularly noticeable in the
brother-in-law of Gen. Fremont, each hav- The guests seemed to like it. So the
I lie Ocean House,
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ag^d 70 years, o months and 14 days.
Hides—Hides 9 l-2c; Tallow 6a6 l-2c per lb;
from off shore) and have been swamped, the establishment of new industries. The
In Liberty, March 20, Sally, wife of Jabez Dow
the stockholders in the Shoe Factory, on MonTallow5a5 l*2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Country
of
to
the
year, according
indications, Calf Skins 16a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75u formerly China, aged 80 years, 1 month.
or even may have been swamped in
try- present
will show an increase in the total value 2 50.
day, the following directors for the ensuing
ing to reach the port side of the S. side of t>f the
>T«ar were chosen—Philo Hersey, W. C. Marmanufactured products of the State
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 ft
SHIP NEWS.
the island, and ot course all on board
4 in $285; 1 pr, 7 It 4 in $220; 2 pr |0 ft 19 in $205;
over that of any
shall, N. F. Houston, W. IT. Simpson, L. A. would have perished.
preceding year.
1 pr 7 ft $290; 1 pr 6 It 8 in, $160; 1 pr 6 ft 8 in $ 140;
POUT OF BELFAST.
! 1 pr 7 ft $155.
Knowlton, Calvin Hervey, W. T. Colburn. N.
The shore being so very bold, the vesMilch Cows
Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50;
Terrific Explosion. In I860 the Con- Store
F. Houston was elected treasurer, and F.. K. sel before entering the breakers or groundCows $20a50 per head.
ARRIVED.
Store Cattle—Nothing doing in the Store Cattle
Boyle, clerk.
ing may have been kept oft' by the under- federate gunboats Charleston and Chicora
April 4. Solis Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Forest
for Working Oxen and Milch Cow*.
Geo
B Ferguson, Pattridge. do;
tow, and possibly, as is otten the case af- were lying in Cooper River, and were trade, except
Lewis,
do;
Queen,
Philo IJersey, Esq.. President, made a report,
and L mbs
Sheep and Lambs—Western
Myra Sears, Chapman, do; Brig Dauntless, Coombs,
ter a calm, a faint air might have struck blown up when the city was evacuated by cost, delivered at Brighton, fromSheep
7a8 l-2c per lo.
in which he stated that tin* whole
Cienfuegos,
expenditure from the land and have drifted her clear the rebel troops. The wreck of the first
Swine—Store Pigs—Wholesale 6 l-2a7c; ?a*« per
G. Scb P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor.
lb. Fat
Let any one suffering- from this nasty
ko have been $17,000,for building and machinery.
of the E. point, and then, the shore mak- boat had never been found until within a per lb. Hogs, 14,300 at market; prices 6 l-4a6 l-2c
SAILED.
anil foul disease look at the above picI'he lease, which is not yet completed, although
tew
days, professor Maillefert, whose
ing off a broad southerly, the vessel, with
April4. Schs Earl, Cunningham, Boston; W. G.
She terms are agreed upon, will take effect from the wind from the W.
Eaddie, Ryder, Dix Island; Mabel Hall, Seavey, do; ture o his nasal organs. 1 short trial
quarter and draw- fame as a wrecker is so well known to the
Hero, Foss, Boston.
of the remedy,
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Aug. 1,1872. The lessees, who have been at ing oft'the island, might easily have drift- Charleston public, has for a long time
Lizzie Williams, Cooper,do; Casterlane, Kimwork eight months, now employ 95 persons; ed into the position in which she was dis- occupied himself with the solution of this
l’ortlond.
ball,
Monday, April 7, 1872.
o.
Cameo, Peachy, Boston; North Cape, l’ote,
A lew weeks ago he
BUTTER—We quote fine fall New York and Verand produce 800 pairs of shoes per day. Seven- covered, more especially as a vessel of riddle.
accidentally
Rockland.
at 38a44c per lb; prime lots of old at
that rig, having so much fore and aft can- observed a strange rippling of the water mont butter
10. Witchcraft, Barter, Boston; Isis,
teen families,comprising f*4 persons,have moved
Phillips, do will soon convince you of its wonderful
38a42c; Choice old at 3ia3Sc;mcdium 24a30c; common
suriaee four hundred and titty
vas. would work off quite fast even if the
into town, and are now at work in the
yards, 18a22c; bakers’ at 12al5c.
merits in curing- this vile disorder: in
factory.
quole Vermont and New York
square sails were aback. This would ac- more than a quarter of a mile eastward at CHEESE—We
The lessees have expended §14,000 in
act you will he cured, and then, and not
17c per lb; medium factory at 15al6c; line daries
machinery, count
of the wreck of the vessel, and it at once
for
in
the
cabin
everything
at 15al6 12c; common cheese at 10al2c.
having
*5II then, will you look like the followAc., and intend to make a further investment of
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so lirm,and
been found undisturbed, as probably the occurred to him that the phenomenon
ng- :
£2500 in order to double the present capacity of
sales have been made at
captain would deter until the last moment afforded a clue to the mystery. He ac- Western sell readily at 22c. 23c, and Southern and
m
the works, which they intend to do before July
anchored
one
of
his
derricks
to
his
wife
the
facts of the situa- cordingly
BEANS—We quote choice mediums $2 60a2 70;
imparting
first. The President says that the lessees are
choice
above
the
beans
at
Call
at
marked
pea
25a3
37
and
DR.
STODDARD’S
the
$3
HI—
do
at
and
;
Office,
good
$2.75
tion, also, the men being in the boat
spot
by
ripple,
agr—
Hayford Block, and examine the
aS.OO; vellow eyes at 3.25 per busn.
satisfied with the experiment, which is fast be- would have had little or no time for
DRIED APPLES—We quote at7 1-2a8 1*2c per
gath- an examination revealed lying upon the
and non-poison
vfjrpaMHknew,beautiful,durable
success.
are
a
of
bottom
the
embarriver
the
iron
They
oming permanent
-J'XJLUous base for artificial teeth, called THE
ering together any of their effects.
sheating of lb tor Eastern sliced; 6 l-2a 7c 1-2 lor Eastern quar- CELLULOID
BASE.
3w40eow*
the how and one entire broadside of the ters; 7a8 l-2c for New York sliced, and 6 l-2a7c for
rassed by the amount of intelligent labor offerSouthern sliced sell at 7 l-2aS 1 2c,
quarters;
fancy
a mass of iron
vessel,
constituting
and
common Southern apple at5a6-12c per lb.
ing. Col. Hersey speaks in high terms of the
weigh“Nothing Improper in It.” By-theVEGETABLES—Potatoes at 85a90c: Jackson
S
ing altogether 212,650 pounds, or nearly
gentlemen to whom the factory is leased. The
Whites 80a85c per bush.
j\y. that reminds us of a conundrum much one hundred tons. The whole broadside
directors were empowered to sell tin surplus in
GRASS SEEDS—$3 50a3 80 per bush for Herds
vogue now in oolite society in Washof the battery with the port-holes was Grass; $3 50a.,? 75 per sack lor Red
land belonging to the company, and to perfect ington.
Top; 8 3-4a9 1 -4c
One of our most fashionable
intact. That this immense mass of iron lor Western Clover Seed, and 9 l-2al0c per lb for
the lease for ten years with Messrs Jenkins belles was giving it out the other
Northern Clover.
night to should have been hurled
the air
APPLES—The market is dull at $2 50a$2 75 for
a circle of friends, when our
Lane A Son.
accomplished more than a quarter of a through
mile, affords a Northern and $3 25 per bbi for Western fruit.
Mr. Edward L. Stanton, put
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
coadjutor,
HAY—We quote prime hay at $18a20 per ton:
FREEDOM.
his foot in it, not in the conundrum, but startling illustration of the force of the Straw $25a26 58 per ton.
A Farmers’ Club has been organized here,
explosion.
in the proprieties.
and 'krtn'ds meetings Saturday afternoons at two
“What is that,” said the lady, “which
BELI-AST PRICE CURRENT.
The tirst hour to be devoted to
•o’cloek.
The editor of a Western paper adverLuke has before, Paul behind, that girls
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
tises
conversational interchange of views upon genfor
an office hoy who desires to bedo
not
that
that
have,
Miss
have,
boys
eral farm nutters. After which the time will
come a
Belfast, Wednesday, April 9,1873.
a Sumner, a Colfax, or a
twice
in
the
had
middle
beGreeley,
O'Gallagher
$9.50a 13.50 Round Hop:,
7a8
and who is willing to pay the Flour,
.be devoted -to discussions and the reading of fore she was married, and which, if
you Wilson,
Corn Meal,
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
THE FAVORITE STEAMER
$18a20
.essays.
1,10a 1.15 Mutton per lb.,
wish to have both behind and before, you price by faithful work as an apprentice. Rye Meal,
8a0
How great the change; how improved
90a
l.oo
Lamb
0,i0
Rye,
per
lb.,
The programme tot* the next meeting is.
must go to Liverpool ?”
80a00 Turkey per lb.,
25a30
your nasal org-an* have become.
Corn,
The
wasp with a yellow hustle is no insignifi- Barley,
As there was considerable giggling and
After the first hour: 1st an essay by D.B. John55a00 Chicken per lb.,
17a20
Remember that as a Preventative
cant agent in
Capt. C. KILBY,
but a nervous Beans,
dispersing a
2.50a3,00 Duck per lb.,
18a20
^vcui.
Subject, Fruit Culture. 2d,Essay by E. J. a few blushes after this was given out, woman making through crowd,
you must alw ays have a Bov ot
Marrowfat Peas,
a crowd for the cars
90al.00 Geese per lb.,
15a00
Will leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland,every
Monday,
Mr.
Stanton
said:
with
Mixed
a
valise in one hand and an umbrella in Oats,
50a55 Hay per ton,
Husbandry.
Thompson. Subject,
$12al.‘> Wednesday and Friday evening at 10 o’clock, (com
the
other
is
05a
there’s
70
Potatoes,
about
as
ladies,
Lime,
improper
an
$1.40a0.0()
nothing
“Why,
mencing Wednesday, April 9,) for Bangor, touching
appalling
A sleigh belonging to a Mr. Clement of Moniobject as the
fia8 Washed Wool,
4aaoo
human mind can conceive and maintain its bal- Dried Apples,
at
in it.
it’s only the letter L.
Rockland,Cumden,Lincolnvilie,Belfast, Searsport, Which will
ville was demolished on Saturday by a snow
50a00 Unwashed Wool,
35a00 Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
Cooking Apples,
ance.
by its use PREVENT disease uud save
Hampden.
there
was
said
“Who
33a35 Pulled Wool,
45a50
Butter,
anything improper
will leave Bangor every Monday, Wedhundreds of dollars.
Returning
and ice slide Horn the roof of Vose’s store.
18a20 Hides,
Cheese,
7 l-2a8 nesday and Friday
in it?” aeked the lady with calm dignity,
at
0
mornings
o’clock, touching
Bo not take any other
The horse escaped.
20a 00 Calf Skins,
16 l-2al7
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland
A sweet little boy, only
preparation,hut
which made Edward Stanton with an L
eight years old—bless Eggs,
i2aI4 Sheep Skin*,
be sure to obtain the above.
$la2.00 at 5 o’clock, P. M.
For further particulars inquir e
bis little heart—walked into the scene of a teach- Lard,
Price .15
wilt suddenly. As he is a night-bloom- eis examination
Beef,
$7.00a8.00 <>f Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
8alo| Hurd Wood,
For sale by HIOHARD Iff
at Oswego, last week, and Baldwin
cents.
G5a75 Soft Wood,
Apples,
$4.00a0.00
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Agent.
A true American is too proud to beg and too ing serious young man, the consequences bawled out:
“Annie, your feller Is down to Veal,
.■*10°I»Y
6aO
7a8 Dry Pollock,
Corner Wain * High street.
CY'RUS PATTERSON, Agent for Belfast.
were unpleasant.
the house.”
7a8l Straw,
[The Capital.
idoaest to steal. He gets trustedDry Cod,
$8.00a0,00
Rolfa.t.
Portland, April 7, 1872.
:mos'!<i
mg

i

New Yi vrk 7.

With the recent execution of Mrs.
Ann Cotton, at Durham,

Mary trade,
the

HOTJBE

PAINTING-!

Mrs. E. R. JOHNSON & Co.

PURE CIDER I

a v. unit

A A I*

VINEGAR !

CIDER

Wholesale and Retail

I

at

F. A. FOLLETT
S,
Main St..
Belfast, Me.

No. 80,

Guarantee to sell goods for three
weeks only at the prices
quoted in this column.
The articles men-

1

PAIN-KILLER!

MRS.

JOHNSON

Hayford Block,

CARTER'S

RESTAURANT
A. R. CARTKli respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, ClI V SALOON, where lie will always !»e
ready to welcome all.

mmmmum

cubed.

C-0-A-L-!

Wm. B. Swan

1

■

Co.

served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ol Confectionery
every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
♦SCANNED FRUITS & JELLIES a specialty.

£&*G1VE ME

You will always
everything that is usually kept
in a first-class Saloon.
A. R. CARTEL.®

Belfast, Dec. 24.W.V25

PURE
SPRING SHADES
selling at o‘Sc, former
price 45c.

Splendid

C. H. MITCII E LL
to the citizens oi Belfast ami
vicinity
that he has opened a Retail Department in connce
tion with his wholesale, where lie will keep 5,a
assortment of French and Domestic Confectionery
manufactured at his place from the heal ul ii»nulated Sugar. Also

announces

of all kinds.

Also Best

Jrands of

Japan ami
Oolong Teas,
Tobacco,
t>m34
Cigars, &e.

F.

B,

IvTain

17

St.

HAMBURG EDGES:of every price and pattern
lroin S cents to $1.25. They are cheaper than can
be bought elsewhere in New England.
Also an
endless variety of

COttOii Edges,

E

BAIVGOH

CITY OF RICHMOND!

RIDER’S GERMAN SNUFF

I

and

Veil Goods,

PLAIN, selling at 17c,
former price 25c

Cuff's,

Corsets,
Chignons

Hoop Skirts,

and

---^ »>

Braids,
Knitting Colton,
Sc., &c., &c.
GLARE'S MACHINE COTTON
.11cent..
50 dozen LINEN BOSOMS from 17 cems up.
A
great Bustle about our Faniers, lo different stems iu
stock from 2.5 to 75 cents.
All the above goods are marked in plain figures,
and I defy competition on any article 1 keep. My
customers and friends are cordily invited to -<t p in
and see quality and prices of the same.
■

Yours

50 DOZEN
!

Truly,

B. F. WELLS.

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

From 25c to 75c per pair.
These goods are remarkably cheap, and we
intend to make

I

Hosiery
a

For Salt- on FIBKUA
and FASY TFBMS.
>
Machine Stitching ol all
kind:;, -uch a-

specialty
for the next 5
weeks. Please examine onr prices as we

liKMMIXF,
FKFFI N F.
rOKI'ING,
BRA 11 >1 \< i,
n vk ;n<i,

Itldl'LlNl:,

J

PFAFFuT

INF

IJFILTINF uni
FUFF Si I I'CHlNF,
DONE AT SHOUT NOTICE by a nice operator on
the Florence Sewing Machines, at ino.-t reasonable

shall have sample pairs on
exhibition with prices attached.

prices.
<r A K

E N T S

M

ParOfull kinds CUT AND MADE TO ORDER.
.I NI'-''
ticular attention paid to the making of
SH I it I S AN D LADIES’ C N D E U O A It M E N 1 >.
STAMPING lor BRAIDING tnd F.MBROI I •Lit V
Done.
Agency for BUTTERICK’S PAPER PA 1 1 F.KNs
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment ol Spring
Styles just received.
Ho
CARTER’S PERFECTED HEMMERS.
Best Dress Goods and Flannel ilemnier in the mar
ket. TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE'S N EEDLE
SH ARPEN ER, POLISHER amt CASE combine I.
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of mod!'
and to the PRESENT BUTTON -He LE < U 1 1 1 R
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
The best quality ot Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needle* and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.
W

H

RORIMOV.

I

“4*

lit.

LISTEN
TOWELS !
Doz Linen Towels at 12 ! 2c

40
20

“
“

20
20
20

25c
30c

•-

“

“

“

33c
37c

“

jO ti.iin Mtreel.

Up Stair* Over Carle it Morison’' Hardware Store,
tl.H

Belfast, Me.
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It Is !

LINE

H O SIERY !

from 2 cts. to SI.75 per yard.
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A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

DOMESTIC

tbrincr

fegfr-Now is the time to secure
Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins,
and Table Damasks as you can
make excellent selections from a

A QUIET DOMESTIC !

A

Large Size at 67c,
price $1.00.

m

V2

CQ

\ ery

—<

-'3£G

VJ

very

large

assortment.

LUXURY!
^

RvEDER’S GERMAN SNUFF

IT)

40 DOZEN

and

CATARRH.

—

PLAIN and RIBBED, selling at 12 l-2c, former
price 17c

j

W ELLS,

OAT ARRHa
Behold It

HOSIERY!

JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW
YORK BY

MEW STOCK

POLLETT'S

40 DOZEN

NEW GOODS

Win. Pitches .& Soil.

for Cash.

11 l-2c.

Pickles ami
Canned Fruit

New Fringes,
Linon Collars,

Wholesale and Retail, Very

a YARD WIDE, selling by the piece at

Over

Nuts. Figs,

Raisins,
Fancy

C-0-AL-!

.,

COTTOITS

Lemons,
Apples,

Linen, Saxony,

>

EHOWIT

Oranges,

GRIST MILL!

I N

40 PIECES

CALI

a

••

■

!
I

ot

MOLASSES!

—

were

bought in
Job Lots, hence
when they are sold
we
will not be responsible for prices on the
same
goods at a later date,

1

OYSTERS

CO,

Ctinrcli

tioned

A

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

^-We

have

opened a departJewelry in Jet Goods,
Plated and French Gilt consisting

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”]

“DOMESTIC”!

ment

of

of

Ear-Rings, Pins,Opera

Bracelets,

c

Chain*-.

etc.

o

t*r

<1

01

►3

cn

*3

w

®

cn

2

have on hand an unusually large stock of Dry Goods
and call the attention of the trade

U^jp-We

to the rare
ing at this

21
*1

bargains

we are

offer

season.

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!

HAMBURCS

No power Is so costl" as that of human muscle,
titty per cent, ot t.n; power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the

and

“LIGHT RUNNING”

Selling

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

MAKES

THE

LOCK
With the least and most

X-3C
simple machinery

ol any

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,W EARS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
quietuesH ot operation with a Wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved Sing* r
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t

Hayford Block,

fail to call and examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

Dec. 13.—tf‘_4

at the former LOW
PRICES !

j
K

Church

BELFAST,

St.,

“tr,"

world, seen many lands, studied human
life from a variety of standpoints, and
If, sitting with this little worn-out shoe
ought to be at the head of some public
And scarlet stocking on my knee1,
l knew the little leet had puttered through
philanthropic institution—lor instance, as
ACRES !
The pearl-set gates that lie 'twixt heaven and the matron ot an orphan asylum, or ot
me,
the female prison at Sing Sing.
1 could hr reconciled, and happy too,
Cheap Farms!
Laura Carter Holloway is a blithe little
And look with glad eyes toward the Jasper
the
of
She
Land in market for sale by the
The
Brooklyn
press.
cheapest
Sea.
singing-bird
i- a steam engine in miniature—writing
If. In the morning, when the song of birds
PACIFIC
night and day. and determined to succeed.
lb'iiiinds me of a music far more sweet,
In the Great Platte Valley.
She can make reports, review books,
I listened to his pretty, broken words,
write paragraphs, disguise puff’s, point 3.000. 000 Acres in Central Nebraska
And for the music of his dimpled feet.
Now tor sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on
1 could be almost happy, though 1 heard
squibs, and crack jokes. Age 21, weight FIVE and TEN YEARS' CREDIT AT <> IT.lt CENT.
Xo answer, seeing but Ids vacant scat.
167.
No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED.
Mild and healthful climate, fertile soil,
I couId be glad if, when the day is done.
Miss Buchanan, of the Chicago Post is
AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER.
And all its cues and heart-ache laid away,
a
woman with a big intellectual
The
Tin: BUST MARKET IN THE WEST!
young
1 could look westward to the hidden sun,
Colorado, Utah
head, full of ideas, active, industrious, a great mining regions of Wyoming,
And with a heart full of sweet yearnings, say :
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
heroine ol hard work, and the creature of Platte Valley.
“To-night I’m nearer to my little one
a predestined and foreordained career of
By just the travel of one earthly day.”
distinction and success. She is less known Soldiers Entitled to a Homestead of Kit) Acres!
If I could know those little fe< t were shod
With sandals wrought of light in better lands, at the east than in the w%st, but will sooner
or later be known all over the land.
And that the footprints of a tender God,
THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.
Ran side by side with his in the golden sands;
Mrs. Jennie June Croly, the literary
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres ot
1 ould how cheerfully and kiss the rod.
associate of her husband in the Modern choice
Government Lands open for entry under the
Since Benny was in wiser, safer hands.
Thinker and the Graphic, anil the chron- Homestead Law, near this Great Rai'road, with
If he were dead, 1 would not sit to-day
icler ot those fashionable foibles in other good markets and all the conveniences ot an old
settled country.
And stain with tears, the wee sock on my
ladies which she distaius to exhibit in herFree passes to purchasers of Railroad Laud.
knee;
woman
Secitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new ediself. is a smiling-iaced yet pensive
1 would not kiss the shoe and say,
tion
of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
with
allife
who has fought the battle of
“Bring hack again my boy to me!”
Free everywhere.
1 would be patient, knowing *twu< God’s way. ternate victory and defeat.
Address
O. F. DAVIS,
Sailie Joy of the Boston Post shows us
But. O! to know the feet, once pure and white,
Land Commissioner U. i\ 11. It.,
a countenance full of good feeling, eyes
The haunts of vice had boldlv ventured in !
Omaha, Ner.
The hands that should have battled for the right. with Catholic and charitable meanings in
Have lircii wrung crimson in the clasp of sin! them, and a
temperament predisposed
And should he knock at heaven’s gate to-night.
like a mountain stream to gather itsell
To fear my hoy « mild hardly enter in.
into a freshet and come down upon you
She makes her
with a rush and gusli.
letters piquant, vital and magnetic. There’s
To improve 1,700,000 acres U. U. Lands, free from
The Female Lights of Journalism.
mortgage and located in the middle region of Wesno stopping in reading one of them till
tern Iowa—the best corn, wheat and cattle producing
She is seventeen belt in the West, 15 hours distant from Chicago.
Some one sends the Golden Age an al- you get through with it.
iuiiii containing a gal-axv of women of years of age, but is growing younger Climate and soil unsurpassed. Meadow and plow
land with pure running water evenly distributed.
the newspaper [ness, and from these the every day.
No fever and ague. Average credit price, $0 per acre.
Age draws some pet pictures. A few of
Mary Booth of Harper’s Bazar is crown- .Send lor a guide. Jt costs nothing, and gives dethese we transfer reduced in size, but ing herself majestically with the gray scriptions, prices, terms, maps anu how to reach
the lands.
Address JOHN 15. CALHOUN, Laud
I right and cheerful still:
hairs of her thirty-five winters, and lie- Commissioner Iowa Kail Lio.d Laud Co., Cedar
The admiring but annonymous collector coming much more comely as the years Kapids, Iowa.
Chicago Otfice, 05 S. Canal St.
puts Grace Greenwood at the head ot the add to their whitening grace of coiffure.
ii-i, a lovely woman ot thirty, her ey-s A woman Who carries a little snow on her
piercing and brilliant, her hair flowing head may have all the more mellowing
midsummer in iier heart.
like her style, and her subscribed hand-Mary’s lace
writing and wat ward—as it in haste says. “Yes, ii’s hard work, but it’s good
get her Washington letter to the pay, and on the whole a kindly world,
I'itnes in season for the mail.
Such a and 1 am content.”
$~5 per acre. Fine Fruit ami Carden Soil.
“Miss Grundy” of the World, whose $10 tohealth'-climate.
would look fine in marble. Its
MoMild,
Oyster-* and Fish abundant.
te itures are regular, its expression almost real name is Miss Snead, is a bright, deli- Catalogues free.
II. I*. CHAMBERS, FederalsMd.
who
built
burg,
was
one
cate
southern
Grace
the
American
classic
girl,
slenderly
m
of ill others, was most ad- writes of the follies and fandangoes of
ter. wh
of
vanities
as
the
It
mired. !■; Charles Pickens.
used to be Washington,
panorama
IN
s-i
tti.it Blnebe Car* was the wittiest passes week by week before her serious
EARLY VERMONT.
EXTRA
Ten
summer
In
the
it- -atari
ot her sex, but the title always and discerning eyes.
1 IIP Davs Earlier than Earlv Rose. EXCEMOUSLY PRODUCTIVE and ot EX
1 to Grace Greenwood.
She is a season she goes lo the watering places, PT
g
CELLENT FLAVOR. $1 per lb.; 4
perlect -tutiuer at puns. Her wits are her and catches the sea-breezes ot Long Branch ir rl pounds by mail, postpaid, tor $3.50.
chief diamonds, and she wears them every- nr the crisp airs of Sehoolev’s mountain,
COMPTON’S SURPRISE, t>2b UUSIIwhere except to church and at funerals.
and blows them like a vital breath into
ELS IO THE ACRE. A little later
Her picture, here |W c*
Kate Field looks arch and mischievous. her newspaper reports.
than Early Rose. Equal in quality, $3
I’lie little hit of white which she is crurnp- given, is not like her. and we should ■ ■
per pound, by mail, postpaid,
Let us call her.
ii g in her delicate hand is not a cambric hardly know her by it.
$500 will be awarded, as Premiums
who produce the Largest Quan*
p< eke’.-handkereliicf, but a copy of verses say nineteen.
KLj■ to tliose
II
lrom one pound. Descriptb e Circuher
Ames
continues
• ■■died
A Masked Ball at Florence;-’ and
Clcmmer
tity
Mary
■
ot
the
lars
above, with lists of MOO varicLJ
ill- crinkling stitl'ness which she seems winter-pieces from Washington to the Inof Potatoes, tree to all.
rSg ^ ■ tiesiLLUSTRATJ
a strong and sisteris
She
bears
to
out
the
harsh
!> SEED CATALOGUE, 200
crush
to
owing
dependent.
trying
■■ pages, with Colored Chkomo, 25 cents.
rhymes and tough subject of that uneon- ly resemblance to the celebrated Joseph ?
A New lotnato, the “ARLINGTON.”
Kate's pen is a “Free Howard, Jr. Her book on the Cary sisters
sirrated ode.
jLj| aia Early, solid and productive. Price, 25c.
Kate is like Queen Elizabeth— was excellently good and desperately had. K, ■ P"^ per packet; 5 packets, $1,
Lance."
Her autobiography is not appended to her
she abides in
B. K. BLISS & SONS.
carte de visite, and vve get no additional
23 Park Place.
New York.
"Virgin meditations, fancy free.'*
hor character from any acsir i- twenty-two years of age, versatile, insight into
handwriting.
accomplished, growing handsomer every companying
Middie Morgan makes cattle reports
dav. proud ol a touch ot mercury in her
This is a new
for the Times, Jleigho
Irish blood, born of an actor and actress,
for a woman ! do vott say?
.1 Vi ILITAItV COIJ KGE.
ought to be herself on the stage, and employment
i
would make a “schoolmarm” that no pru- fes, but Middie is like* Charles Kingsley's Established ls:j4.
Preparatory Departknows
how
“to
in
the
song—she
meat.
Thoroughly Classical, Scientific and Milident and skin valuing urchin would ever Mary
tarv Instruction.
Good Discipline.
Her
Address I’rol.
the
cattle
father
was an
call
home.”
think of playing truant from.
CH ARLES DOLE, Northrield Vt. Summer Term
Xt ilie Hutchinson—dainty little Nell— Irishman who had charge ot a rich man’s of eleven weeks begins April 14th.
estate, and she interested herself about
a perfect vi let of unobtrusive modesty—
is one ..l' the most delicate of all the the cattle, and had a hand in the selection
ot Victor Emanuel’s barn-yard full of
newspaper reporters and correspondents.
Ibr little head is full of wise thoughts, prize cows.
W
will send FltFE by mail, on receipt of One
Myra B. Brad well earns a hamfome Dollar, 20
fresh taneies. and
and
of choice Flower

|Uto

IN

quaint conceits;

George Washington’s. She lives at "Morrisanta," and stretches the name of that
small town all across a sheet of French
note paper.
Mrs. Hunkle, of Berkley Heights, N. .1.
is the John Kussell Young of female

journalism-imaginative, fervid, pictorial,
Her eyes go all
-rilliatit, and lazy.
■lirotigh you—like the typical orbs of Kate
Kearney who dwelt on the banks of Kil-

Chicago by editing The Legal
a
paper which, for the accuracy
its law reports, i- gradually becoming
authority with the bar of Cook county

living
News,
of
an

in

lor

culture,

Stone of the Woman’s Journal
to that paper the same semieditorial relation which Susan B. Anthony
once held toward the Revolution, before
Hit Rev. I>r. Bellows became the exclusive
editor of that swallowed sheet: Lucy is
not much of a writer, and yet when iter
blood is up site contrives to pour a good
deal ot the glow ot iter spirit through
the point of her pen. Her husband, however isthe strongest writer on the Woman’s

Lucy

EVERY

MAN

HiS

notices
v ,-rv valuable book
and no one intending to
should
fail
read
to
it. [N. V. Tribune.
paint
“We did not know so much could be said on the
subject of painting a bouse until we -ad this excellent book of Mr. Baird’s.”
N. Y. Herald.
“A want long felt at last supplied.”
(.Scientific
Am.
“Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to every occupant of a dwelling.
[X. Y. World.
Buy 25 copies of this book and distribute them
!f they wilt heed the advice
among your lriends.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
[Chicago Trib.
“In publishing this hook Mr. Baird has done a
real service to the community. [Toledo Blade.
“We hope the publisher will sell 100,000
ot
this book during
[ Boston Advertiser.
We have just painted our house as advised
the
by
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
I in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance.

copies

! Harper’s Weekly.
“In selling a sample copy for 10 cents, Mr. Baird

leel certain an order for 25 bound in cloth will
tollow.” [Frank Leslie.
“We know the town and country
paints therein
recommended, andean vouch for their valueandthe
excellence of tne “Harrison” brand of white lead.”

10

SEWING MACHINE
OeEKATOES.
E»

Address

■

in

a temale institute.
Shir a v Dare—a name which we

$1-10,700; 905,500

of lobsters.
The total value of the above is estimated at $5,101,880. Five-eights ot the
produce ol the fisheries in the Confederated Provinces was taken by Nova Scotia
cans

suspect
lie plume—belies her looks in this
i-oimterteit presentment.” Photographs
play sorry tricks with light complexions fishermen.
-particularly of the Titan type. You
would suppn-e that this clear-cut, whiteA Montpelier paper introduces a novel
and-li!aei: picture—this photograph resembling an engraving—was ol a raven feature, in a column devoted to its delinhain d madonna sucli as Murillo would quent subscribers, who are served up as
tem

have chosen in order to show thereb\ the
nit asting lights and darks of the
Castilian temperament.
But Shirley herself is a tail-haired Saxon, and might
have set to Sir Walter for Lady Rowena.
Such a lace—regular as a statute—eaglebeaked and indomitable—ambitious, conscientious.and proud—intellectual beyond
the common gift of her sex—means to
make a mark in journalism, and will do
it or die.
Mrs. Field, xvife ol I)r. Henry M. Field
ol the Evangelist,
possesses uncommon
iirain-s
and accomplishments.
She is

French by birth and temperament, and

her letters and reviews in the
Evangelist
anwritten originally in the
un-Presbyterian longue, and translated; but
they
arc so lull ol live coals that
they may he
■ urried
irom one
to
another
language
without losing their heat and glow.
She
has a strong head—in contour somewhat
liko tli* ate Joshua Leavitt’s. Her photo-

graph eclipses her vivacity, hut hightens

lier

dignity.

Mrs. Hannah Shepard—look at her
hone-i countenance—is one of the staunch
toilers lor all who toil.
Her pen has been
a sort of needle, that has stitched itself
into nearly all the daily papers of this city.
She has a sol ill mind full of hard facts;
and she has a kindly heart, full of human
“empathies. She has traveled round the

“black list customers.” The way these
fellows are pitched into is something audacious: “George II. Carter had the
papers at Chester, and the last we knew
of him he was in jail at Rutland, ‘for
using other people’s money.’ A mail who
will cheat the printer will not be above
any kind of stealing, in our judgment.”
A

gentleman was complimenting a
pretty young lady in the presence ot his
wife. “It is lucky 1 did not meet Miss
Hopkins before I married you, my dear.”
“Well, yes it is extremely lucky—for
her,'' was the dry rejoinder.

in v

machine

<

■..

H

Mass.

XS1

1

Nation
remoiit

“I now pronounce
you man and—hand
the ten dollars before I
go any furis
a way Connecticut
ther,”
over

have of securing their lees.

clergymen

A Methodist
preacher announces that he
will, at an early day, deliver a sermon on
the "last trump.”
He meditates this

probably

gamblers.

with

I’KKPAKED 1SV

BIlFH'Ell, Mpriaglield, .Haul.
Solti by Druggists ai.d Grocers generally, 2m3'.'

a

view to “rope in” the

.1

Leeds. Robinson & Co.,
MANl: FACTU R ERS 01*'

m

Robinson iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
AGENTS FOR

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
Old

DEALERS IN

SCRAP IRON.
ST.,

75 NORTH

JOHN, BOSTON.

cor. of
()in38

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
EVERY H IR

WARRANTED.

&
BELTING
MACHINERY.
^-LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.-«r

FILES,

99~ Price Lists and Circulars free.

GRIFFITHS,

&

A Detroit. Midi.

lloilon.

Commercial Wharf,
BOS TON .MASS.

Tlie subscriber oilers tor sale his

Produce Wanted!
I will pay the highest market price lor all kinds of
FARM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay. Apples,
Beans, &.c., &c., delivered at Lank's Whau.u, In
this city.
E. A, CaLDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tflit

good an assortment of WOOLENflGOODS of
grades, usually found in a

as

a

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-cla.-s wouimen tit as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by myself. 1 have also a tine assortment of

of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
or 3 boxes top 25 cents, iu all sizes and all he othe
better grades of Collars.
t!41
1L L. LORD.

$500,000 forth of Clothing: Destroyed.
We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties tor manufacturing Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of good vest makers will be
wanted after the first, of January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We nave a fine assortment of
Dry Coo us, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24
POTE & QITM BY.

are now

ON

Is the BEST IN THE WORLD.

Bt

HAND

nm\

No. <>() Alain
Hast, Feb. 1U, 1873.

Is simple in its mechanism,built strong and durable
and can be operated by ordiuary help. The capacity
is 4,000 bricks an hour with steam power, or 2,500
with horse-power. Manufactured and sold by the
II IKTIN BRICK niCHINKU O.,
CH1COPEK, yWAHH.
USE the

Belfast

iHPiiovin

Hrick
Machine

OR

YOUR

WINDOWS!

No spring
break,
cutting of sash, cheap, durable, very easily applied; holds sash at any place deself-fastener
when the sash is down.
sired, and a
Circular and six copperSend stamp for circular.
in the U. S., postsent
to
address
bronzed locks
any
paid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
Address
REISING ER
wanted.
t he trade. Agents
Sash Lock Co., No.418Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.
to

BOOK

U

U

Advertising

no

CANVASSERS

u

is

u

a

draws customers.

3

Advertising
magnetic

everybody

to

and

a

swim up stream as
people from buying of

man

keep

liberal advertiser. This is the

GREAT WESTERN

experience

GTJ2T WORKS!

has tried it.

170 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $* to $150
Single Guns, $3 to $20.
Rifles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $1
Guu material, Fishing Tackle, &c.
to $8.
Large
discounts to dealers or clubs.
Army Guns, RevolGoods sent by exvers, etc bought or traded lor.
press C. O. D. to be examined before paid for.

for this

of every

man

who

The best medium

vicinity is the REPUB-

LICAN JOURNAL.

fifty years I have been troubled with Si-rofula.

fifteen years ago a tearful ulcer broke
out mi
llirco mouths ago u ext.Ulk.,, lr.„„
tiH.
■“><*• 1
«oi u.uv,
without g. eat pm ii. In this
.. v
condition 1
a
taking the I mversity Medicine,
At tirst it. drove out 11 tearful
h*uior uli over in
in a tew days the humor he om lu
subside, ik
ulcer is now healed and l feel like a new I..
ill" 1
tdl
KLO.AUKTl!
AM
It K It l, A
a
11 ortland,
Aug. bd.
chestnut >t„

_toj*EJfc
30 Tears of trial tins proved to be
tile best healing and pain bubdK*
Liniment
in Oio World.
lug

Horses, Mules

or

Cattle.

LINIMENT

p.<>i:

l

s e

ear-

>i

Neiatica. llhcumati.-m, N eural-

r.N

Ij

tor twenty tivu years 1 have suffered
wit'. Sir ...
ilia and Salt Uheniu, (or Tetter.)
Have
a.u
hundreds ot dollars, and been treated Uv
i'hysioians without heueiit
i„nil. t„uiweeks ago, 1 commenced
using the Uor-orsitv Med
ictues.
At thc time r.ty forehead ami
head were
covered with sores and scaliness
0i the skin
also
iny tongue was covered with smad ulcers. I
to
day tree (torn all the above troubles,ami can
heartily
recommend these medicines to the atllieted.
S. 0. MUNSiiY, >7 Chestnut Street,
i,
,t
f ortland
Jan. at ts;o,

llrit,.class

WILL

ALSO

Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Lame Back,
Salt-rheum. Poisonous Bites, External Bone and
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, Aic and may be
justly termed the panacea for all
Cure

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.
ffiT Remember, this Liniment did not
spring up in ft dxsyor a year, producing
THE MOST ABSURD AND V NNATURAL CURES CLAIMED
by Nkw-Bobn and Mushroom Liniments.
But
wo have the experience of over thirty yexits

of trial, with the most substantial results, and by
a multitude of witnesses.
If the Linimentis not as recommended, the

Money will

be Refunded.

imposed upon by using any other
Liniment claiming the same properties or results.
and a fraud. Bo sure and
a
cheat
are
t
They
nothing but
Do not. bo

I

«

■

■

Nv all

Druggists

Mustang Liniment,

Mem:
gj* Hold
Storks at

by

all

Druggists

and

Country

“■

Staples* Compound Tar Ointment

of

erwise.
rerson

parties.

24

cures piles and
Good for any kind of Sores I
i
any one that will find them oth-

hours.

having doubts

PL.

Bottle, Style, &c.

LYON MPQ. CO

in

,&uar<-ant^e thcabove certificates to bo genuine
will forfeit $1000 to

25c., 50c. and $1 per Bottle.
Notice Size

and Dealers in Hfdiciirs.

3m28

will

I’LINT
"J""'

A-

"•

Manhood: Hof Lust
4

.-.

rEKTtnovi i i.*.
1 regard Mr. Eitd y as one ot the most capable a a
Hucccsstul practitioner? with whom 1 have ha-j of!
cial intercourse.
Cl! A Kl.KS MASON
Co umisiom-r of Patent
“I hu e no hesitat ion r. assuring in* tutors tha
they cannot employ a man more comp«-:.ent an.
trustworthy, ami :nor*- eupuld* *>i putting the.r up
ur-e tr.-m them
an ear 's
plications in a ! rm to
and tavorahle cousidc-ruti*>n at the Patent Otlicc.
!•: 1»M I N L» Bl U&ib.
I.:it< * oinmij.-c.mr of Patents.'
Mr. K. II B i»i• Y has made lor me over VH 1 KT )
application? for Patents, having b. eti successful in
almost every case. Such uunii?t:ikaK!** proof ot great
talent and ability on his pa;-! lead me to recommend
a i.i
Inventors to ipy
uv..
procure their patent?, as the* may be -tire of Da* ing tin- most iai11>
lul attention bestow d .nth*,;
and at v«r\
reasonable charges.
lollN l At.hAKT."
r:>
Boston,Jam. I
ly
•.

-.

>

•••

<

STEAM

DYE HOUSE!

Atrent loi* Bel l ast.

tu.rua.tu,

EMILE
;hu well

facilities, ig

;.r-*r

Also DR.
[' L V L R\V K L 1,\S
;»0 cents.
Address the publishers,

.M

arr

<11 AH. .1
127

Bowery,

<

h

i n i:

iage

known ,-iab!i„hiiD
vuttfinct' o !

uide.

<

O..

New York. Rosi-OIttce l5o.xf .Mi,
1 vr41

Assessor

s

with

ii

!-

unirartte

-*

k KM' h
taui-r !

»

I h, R v Li 1
i1
L)re.
’1! I

TBs KA'

s A

Sa

Motice.

Highway Surveyors of the several district.- are
requested to bring in their several tax books ot
1S72 by the tenth day of
April. ls;:t.
Agents of the several school districts are requested
to make returns in writiug to the A.-s»s-oi ol the
number of scholars belonging to each family in their
school districts, their names and ages together with
the names of the heads of the iamilies as soon as
may be after the tirst day <d April.
OAlvLs AN<i IKK,
Assessors
liHOUCK WOODS,
of
N. .M. MATHKWS. > Belfast.
March 25th, ltC’L

Cent's Carimnt?,

cm-,

oats, Pam

and \

Cleans.

?r?

>

Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue Black oi Indigo Blue,
pres-cd ready for w ar Cent’s Cartm-nfs Re
pairing done at short notice.
Kid Cloves dyed Black.
t :.‘aused, ever* ihi
Also new goods or heavy cl th dj d -md finished It,

or

and

the best manner, at \Tii:\ I *»V\ PKlCB.s.
* *Coo* Is
sent
MuM'AV,
ai
Agem v
H. F. B FM>
Miliimi
md I tiny -.oo*l
•More. No. 17 Main Street, B* Mast Mi
lvBJ*

BOSTON LEAO CO.
[lN'<

H

oiir<>i:A

nn

r

i\

>.

CHADWICK &
£'£

f^thi'<*

'i®

A

Oli«

CO., Asts
«*

MAN:

AC II IIKRS

.!

Boston Pure White Lead,
Dry

(*

and

roiniil

in Oil.

DRY AND (.BOUND ZINC. UIIIABl.l
BID
I.KAD
1 FAD 1M 1*1
>11111’ ! FAD
1 1\
1B« *N I’ll’ F
1'11'K, ITN-I.IM.D IMN
& Kl l I’lNiiS, ITMBs,
xc.
Our lTire H hit*' I ml, both dry ami ground in oi
\\ *■ warrant to be ntrictI* iiure.iiinli.i a Kami •
that tor fineness, body iml durabilit v, it »■* not -*u.
passed bv any Lead in the market, either toreien
American.
w.- har* adopt<
A»"I n order t** protect ourselv*
as our trad* -mark an ei^ht-point*d r. d .'tar, w *th ot.
corporate seel in the centre. I'hi- i- *>n « * ry paek
ajtrnlour l#ure Leuil. N u*' tpnu i m .vithout
1 >33

THE

FEa6e

TO PURCHASE

MUSICAL INSTIUM1KNTS
CORNETS,

nearly all varietie.'

A1.IDS,

as

HARIIOM-.S

BASSES

*'«»N l'K AIIASSKS uRCHK.S lit A CORNETS
ot Brass or Derman Silver, 1’fotou or

DK1MS,
T

Rotary Valves.

1' l.rris.J I’lCCOl.i »s
FT K h
I*'lit*.N't it
and
N
and i.
B \
UoNfEirTIN AS,Ft.I I'lNAs, 11 A .M..N
u As, Banjos, Mi -B*>\
Viol. IN X < ; II A K Si Kl\(.
and all Musieal Mcrehaii
disc, is the w«'U
known store
of
I. C. II A \ NUN X. UU..
1 oi-i;
S
Bos Ton
(

y

Ml-.AI.s,

>,

A*.koi.K'i ts,
Ci.akium, s,
(I KK.M AN At;t OKI*
KONS, V 1* *1.1
au\ Vuu.om i-.u iiN | ni in

1 y-»3

,‘>pposit« Court House.)

Belfast

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO

"A Penny Saved is

a

DEPOSIT

Penny Earned.'

miulc on or before the 1st
o| »„v
month, will he phicml upon interest
every
...O'lb,
X.vpt May ;iml November! limi
computed upon the m
,|„n,, lln,|

Deposits

PJ’t l/»C‘M"'d
dfilv
M"'U,d't0

lro
UU.12A.il

tl«'

December
Uankinif Room.

ASA

FAL'NCK, Creel.

111
1

1'rt'“s.
'"itolD.V
!iVlo,llV'
Belfast, duly
13, lsro.

Sttlurday.

from

[

WHEN YOU PAINT,
use

^1

OTH K T

hereby giv not ice to the citizens of Belfast
hat 1 will be at the store ol Oakes Angier
Saturday
afternoons, from 'until a l*. M., for the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DAN1KL L. 1*1 IVH K U,Coi.LKi*
for
Belfast, Sept. 2(L—tf Kt
t

■

l<> N
v

tiift!>ons, \c.
',
lived, OiCansed ami Pre--* d without ripping <>i
Bar.
taking oil' trimming?
;....,n,- Clean-, d an.
done equal to new.
Carpel Cleansed md (oh,
Restored,
DYED Oil
l.EA AN/.7c

of
A

Haim- Mate Fair, bill

at

8ARBIER, Proprietor.

D-.
■

bailie.

....

Awarded First Premium

M Hcstored!

price

K.lbv St .Boston

ItOSlOA

published.
i-'"1
u,v,‘r« *‘|l

postage stamp.-.

iCi^iis,

nr

*

new edition oi Or.
'* < «> 1<‘I»r;it**«1 »:***V °a the radical cure without meii) -’t S i‘i'.KMAii»i:i;iiii a. or.s.niiii.u >»
cakrii-ss, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp"ieik*y, Mei‘al ami 1‘hysical incapacity, lmpeili
men',
i., m triage, ete.; aiso (.'< >.n r m i*ti< >n
Kpiul'1 ,s'1
»fUbl b'lis, induced by sell-indulgence or sex
UHL o, x trav agance.
4K*rl>riiv, in a soak m n\ elope, only o cents.
1 he celebianal author, in this amninibie
essay,
clearly demonstrates, lrom a thirty year-' successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use ol
internal nudieine or the application of the
knite; pointing #oui a inode ot cure at once simple,
certain and eti'eelual, by means ol which every
what his condition may be,
sutJ'erer, no matt'
may cure himselt cheaply, privately amt radically.
#*rThis Lecture should he in tin hands ot every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two

r.v.-i

*

i'

PATENTS

A Fl'KKau \ien.?n e pr-i m. oi upwards ot thir
a\ t\ year?, oi.finut r*» secure Patenrs iu ti.
United .states also in C;*at Britain, 1* ranee, and
other foreign curntri.
Ca*-at.-. Specification?
A signm. n;
and all paper- tor Paf. iu-, exeeutetM
on reasonable terms,
vith despatch.
Researches
made in determine the * alidily and utility of Patent
ot Inventions, ami leg ti and other advice resderuin all matters touching the same. * >pivs of th
claims "f any patent furnished h* remitting one do.
lar. Assignments recorded lu Washington.
N ,vg< nc* m the l 'nit *1 St at*'■- passes-.-- -ape nor
facility for obtaining Patents
ascertaining t!
patent ability of invention?.
All necessity ot a journey :a Washington to procure a Patent, and the u tiai great delay there, .rhere saved inventors.

GO.,

*

OF

IMo.76StatftSt..oppu5:t>'

..

please address the

MOODY,

EDDY,

Fur Inventions, fra.le Harts,

; J

1’RLl‘A RKD BY

I>K. J I- S.

by

chilblains

H

SOLICITOR

Subscribers, Assessors of the City ot Bellast,
rpHM
JL hereby gi\ notice to the inhabitants of said
city to make and bring in to them, true and perfect
lists of their polls and estate,-, real and pi-rsonal, in
writing, including money on hand and at inti rest
Tills may certify that I had been
with
an
Buffering
•debts due more than owing, ami all
the “Rheumatism” for five months, and at. that time
property
held in trust a- guardian,
executor, administrator
it seized my right hip and leg, down to the foot.
or otherwise, except such !- is
!
by law exempt trorn
I his the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried
many
taxation, which they are possessed ot on the tirst
kinds ot highly recommended medicines which I I
day of April, next, and be prepared to substantiate
took lor the blood.
Still 1 got no reliel for seven ; the same
according to law, and for the purpose ot
months more, all the time
doing my best, with as ri'CPivinir
Hot* uml miikinK transfers ot real
good advisers ms we have in our city. Finally I rail- estate, the
undersigned will be in session at their
ed at the New York University
Branch, and the proover the store ol Oakes
olhee,
Angier, during the
prietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced on business hours of each
day, from the first to the
his medicine, nnd in lour weeks 1
thought I felt retilteent
inclusive of April next,
Sunday excepted,
lief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave my cane ami
any personal examination ot property by the
at home and have been well up to this
time, three
assessor.- will not be considered as waiver for
neglect
months have passed.
DAYf D Iv FA/ KR
ol any person in
bringing in true and perfect lists,
Portland, Aug, 2d, 1870.
as required
law.

ami

7-7 :«

ON

R.

I had the Catarrh so had lor several
years that III
head became confused and painlui
I was obliged cl,
get up several times iu the ight to keep from cliok
lug. 1 employed some of the best physicians in the
without benefit. I was
perfectly cured u it J,
the University Medicines in three weeks.
A- M. MORGAN, 124 Cumberland St. Portland.
Contractor on the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
February, 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been noriectly free from Catarrh, though I have been eon
tinually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 10, 1871,
A. M MORGAN.

I have been afflicted for
twenty years, with Chronic
Rheumatism. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars
for
medical treatment without benefit. Ten
days u-o
I commenced taking the
University Medicines
I can truly say it has been more benefit to me
than
all other treatment I ever received.
My place ot
business iu 137 Pearl street.
Ifshall be please.! to
answer all enquiries,
.JOHN TIIRNKR.

7

«

Spinal Complaint, < ontracted Cords, Lame
It has cured cases given up bv
Back, s* prune-, .\e.
j
only < f.rtaln i
physicians a hopeless vni> is h
‘it:
K<>i: Si
vni'A.
Try it, it will cure you.
bottle**
lor
severe
Always procure large
case*;. Large
botths $l.a", -mall bottles A. ets.
Sold by all
F, \V. KYDK.lt it SON. Froprietors,
druggists.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS
Boston. Ma-i-.
Send stamp for “Himsf.iiold
i. Book.’’
C
lyr.douow

country

a

right up to the point.
might as well try to make

dead

a

a
-.,

^id

leg.

R,

R..

AND AFT*: K
NONFMBF]! mil, fan
ihliast lor Portland
senger Trains w;!: 1 ti\
iroad ut s A, M
ami all plac* s i i> r «-r ii. * ii ,h •».
Mixed Train at a I*. M., cor. uect mg at Burnham with
Mix* d Train for Water* die, and Pm??* ngcr 1 ruin lo
t.
Bangor and all Station- I
Trains will be due in Belfast from Boston, Per'
land, ind all Mation- lit < fined tit«- at 7 7a P. Al.
:. n g with train
Mixed Train troin Bum ban
!
from Bang"; at 11
\
e.nvnle and Cumberland
The New
ne bet**,
will then he op--n gi\ ing p— cg*-rs for Portland ml
out change ol cars
opportunity to go ei’h» w
Nov.
J>*7j.
L. 1
LINCOBN, Sup’t.

large

Founders^

Bank.

his wife
You

s

j

It la recommended with unbounded insurance
all ease* of OiDu
Burns Sprains, Rheumatism, Hard H .veinaw, Bites, Chilblains, Stiffness of the Joints, frozen Feet, Lara, .Ac
.to.,
among all pei ^,uf and fur Sprains,
King-'....ne.IV.i evil, Scratches, Wind-galls.Ilooi-ale,
Spavins. Spring-halt, Saddle, Collar and Harness
Galls, ulso diseases of the Eye and Ear m

Salve which

is like the celebrated

stone; it draws

I

hi

■ 11.

South Paris, Feb.i*7i.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:—The medicine igot.it
your place, Jan. yd, has done wonders tot* me.
j*
all you recommended it to he.
You may make auv use ot tie* above vou think
Yours truly,
proper.
SETH MORSE,
mi
he above case has been treated for the
u*
pasi
years by different physicians lor cancel.

O

WINTER ARRAN GEM E NT

BISHOP SOULE'S

Farm for Sale.

in

riMIE CORPORATORS of this Bank are hereby
JL notified that the annual meeting will be held at
the Banking-Room, on Wednesday, April
hi, 1873, at
5 o’clock, P. M
to act upon the following business,
viz
1st.
To choose Corporation Othcers for the ensuing year.
-ml.
To transact such other business as
may
legally come before them
Per Order
JOHN H.QUIMBY,
1873.—
2w20
Belfast, April 1,
See’y.

W

i:aim Kkui'i.a roi: is onk nol.per Bottle, andean be obtained of our agents,
>. A. HOWLS \ CO,, Dr
uggists, Belfast.

& REMEDY.]

After

IlEXAll.

(imos.'Ti

o

New iuarket for Produce.

lieprice of tin I!

DISCOVERY

Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to

FASTEN

l
\i:

ME05CAL

1

<

—-

Farm for Sale.

FULL

A

Street.

Savings

■

•<

Is/L

.-a ifflicted with the
over twentv year.-.

rrly “V'1*,

&c.

WHOLESALE

Atfvnt, U'anf.«1. Send for Circular. Addn'^s:
DOMKSl'KJ” SKWINIi MAIIAINK CO., N. Y.

lx

J> if !. ril V>. DKtlUNu.
\\ ill leave Railroad W inri.ioery Thursday Evening,
at lo o'clock, eoiniiu iK iug l it.ir-.lav March ttOth.
For Rockland, Castiic Deer Ish Sedgewick. So
West Harbor, Mt. !>«■-.it
.Millhridge, Jonesport
and Mac
-uort, a.-, the :■
will permit.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
o clock touching u the above uau
i
morning at
landings.
For further particulars iinjuir* of Ross A Sturrt
vaiit, 1 70 ('iniiinerci;i! Mreet.or
i:v IT'S
n It DIVAN I General Aget
tt
Portland, March *th, 1*7

I

AC RE AT

"iy

Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,

Sewing Ivl a el'll i'i tj

<•

The favorite steamer

^

; L I: W 1 ST( > \ !

Theuudersigned gives notice that hr
BONN Ft
fcis running tin sell P. M
between Belfast and Tarver’s Harbor,
carrying lreight and passengers. The
_schooner,w hen in port may lx found at
Our agent on application, will furnish you with
Hartnh iD whari.
our circular, giving full description of the
disease,
(Dipt.
Burgess will be at the -tore of WOODS,
and, also
number oi testimonials of cures; and it
MAiHFWs N. BA KBIT v\ her- tln.-e having an
you would like further proof from the parties who
kind of <■ r.s li
p AMI' k limy liml him ready to
have given the testimonials, write them and see
take it at fair prices.
IID'MA* BI'ROTaS.
I
what they sa v.
1114
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1*7 *,
11 avi -old many t housand bottles of the II ka ui
Km.* h \ i‘>H, an l the demand is still increasing. We
are confident we are
doing the public :: benefit, and
not trying to impose ou them a worthless
preparat ion.

opposite

j

AKIiANGEMENT.

*

1 liese I )rmJ
Heart Disease have been cured by
Id:, OKA v kn’ IIlaki liKtiii. vroit, and we do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any form
f Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn .>1 iuy case where the Heart Uegulator has been t uken properly and the party not received a marked benefit.

1 have employed most ot tie* best physicians in
Portland, and paid hundreds of dollar.- lor medicine
l w
without any permanent cure.
ye ,rs ago last
March 1 was taken with Rheumatic’te\er ; tor ti\e
The best location in the city.
weeks 1 was unable to turn in bed or t« ed nn self:
Situated on corner of Church aiid
my lett arm ami hand was reduced to nearly halt
Piuenix
the size of my right one, and was unable to iitt two
High St-*., near North Church,
house, good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order, j pound’s weight until last .July, when 1 saw tin* efFurther particulars enquire at store in basement, | fect ot the University Medieiue on the daughter ot
or,
B. F. STEPHENSON.
Capt. Wm. I horndike. I called on Dr. Maples and
stated my case.
He said he could cure it.
I began
Belfast, .1 an. 20.—3m2'J
taking the medicine with the acupunctural ion. Inter# I had taken lour bottles t considered myself
more free from pain than I have been lor twenty
I have not hud a rehp>e.
I
years up to this time.
l,m mu
Trrrrrre^
consider it to be the only sure m-dicim lor the
A beautiful farm situated In BelWILLIAM ,J. Mi mi,
above coiuplanl.
fast. 3 miles from the Post office,
late firm ot Pearson & Smith.
containing about 70 acres ot highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A tine
Portland, Feb. 17, i>7y.
dwelling house, barn and out buildings two wells
Du. Staples,—This may certify that I had been
of never failing water, and everything that goes to
troubled with Scrofula all mv life.
Some time
make a first class farm. Also my dwellsng houseon
months since 1 became so reduced that 1 could not
corner ot High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 1-2
raise myself in bed.
In this condition my friend
ames of line
land and an excellent orchard.
For
sent lor you. With your direct Medic.dor and Unifurther particulars call on the subscriber at the last
versity Medicine 1 was in do minutes enabled to g» t
named place.
.JOHN WEST.
In one wi « k I lett Portland
up and dress inyselt.
Belfast Dec. 10. 1872.—tf24
and travelled night and day in tin* South without
i have siuce Lei n tree
the least inconvenience,
from all of the above troubles and I cannot u
I
too
and ■ i
ubieli m ■».«! mvari.i
2? L\li..cl i.j I
strong language in recommending the t r. tment to ably cure the billowing eoftiplaini*
all afflicted. 1 am satisfied ii saved mv lit*.
Heart
Burn,
lav.
Ot>)|M‘|i4ia,
Complaint uid
W. W. A 1 WOOD, j! Finery St.
The subscriber offers lor sale the
Loss ,.j ,\; petite cured by tub in:: :• it w bottles.
well known Cook farm, so called,
JLa't«aiii<I«‘. Low Spirits, :uni Sinking wusntion
in Jackson. Said farm contains 120 acres ol excel*
I have been troubled, more or less, tor five years, | cured at on<-\
ant lsnd, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
with inflammatory Rheumatism.
For the last six
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
Blotch, s iud :.i: impuritietrupiiou*.. I’itnpf
I have suffered beyond description.
months
My ot the blood, bursting through the kin orot b.-rwise,
wood lands.
It is f miles from Brooks station, and
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed ; it was with
100 rods from 1\ ()., and the same from a
| cured readily by following tin directions on the
good great pain ami difficulty that I could move.
bottle.
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town case was well known by thousands of citizensMy
iii
House.
Ii it abundantly supplied with water from
1 am to-day a well man, ami I was
Portland.
fror iiiiUner. Bladder and Lrinary derange2 wells and numerous springs ; the house is a
story cured by the University medicine, and Acapunctu- 1 nu i.i ii ha-no
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
equal; oi e bottle will convince the
rutiou.
CAPT. W. 8. PENNELL, lhOrevSt.
most sceptical,
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53
wood
feet,
’IVormu e\pelle.i from iiie system without the
house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
New Bedford, Sept. Jo, is7l.
least difficult)
orchard mostly grafted truit.
sheep house,
a tew bottles ire sufficient lor the
I am feeling tirst rate,
Dr. Staples, Dear Sir.
most obstinate ease.
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
I have not felt so well for year- is i do at tin* present
EDWARD \V. ROBERTS.
!
I*i!<*«•
on. bottle has cured the most difficult
time.
It you recollect when 1 was at your place I
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872.—tl23
i
case when all other remedies failed.
was suffering, witli a very lame back.
That has all
left me and l never felt better in my life than at the
.\«‘rv<>u« IbifticiilNeuralgia, Headache.
I don’t believe that that medicine
present time.
&c., eased immediately.
can be beat.
L believe it is what it i- recommended,
ItIivii in,t •* m .swelled .Joints, ami til boro
1 believe that medicine is entitled to as much praise
fular AtUiction-' removed or greatly relieved by this
as any medicine that was ever introduced to the
pub- invaluable medicine.
)0 APPLE TREES. lic. 1 will not write any more this time.
Btroncltiti*. Catarrh, Convulsions, and HvsRospectfully,
teries cured or much relieved.
FEARS OLD, of grafted fruit,
H. A, WHITTIER.
tiers why will you buy Western
,Ji,tioili Itreudaiut:, Lain m the Lungs, Sid.
trees, ol which you knowSome three months ago 1 was persuaded by my
and Chest almost in\ariably cured by taking a tew
ing. when you can tor half wife to take the
the price purchase trees raised in your own State,
University Medicines. My health bottles oi the Quak.-t Bitters.
and mind was so badly affected that my friends bew hich
necessarily must be adapted to .‘he soil and came
alarmed tor my safety. In a week after comFemale lliltirultieM,
climate, and naturally must, it properly transplant
j.re aient among
mencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief. I
thrive
and
American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable
ed,
bring forth fruit.
am now as well as any other man.
My win lias
the Quaker Bitiers.
medicine,
25 CENTS EACH.
been for a long time afflicted w ith disease that has
For further information apply to the undersigned,
baflled the skill of our best physicians; sonn .d
IBilioiiw. Lemittant and Intermittant Fevers.so
at Winterport Village.
which pronounced the case incurable. Under treatC. R. MERRILL.
prevalent in many parts of’ our country completely
Feb. 20th 1873.—3mos3i
ment of the University Medicine.--, her he.-nth Laeradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
greatly improved.
Any one doubting will please
call at No. ii Lincoln street,or at repair -diop.Hrand
fi li<* Iged find in the
Quake rtirters j'u>' ihe.
Trunk depot.
GKORHE KINliSP.LP'i
ante e they stand in need of in
'.fieirdecluiiuLg rears.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1S71.
If qun‘kens the blood and
cheers f h mind, and
pav. s the passage dow’\ the plane inclined,
t’lwe* Treated lev Letter.
■%«* One
to
ei.ia,n long unwell (unless alUicted
w::
an incur.vole
Dr. Staples,—One bottle of vour extract of Can'M-euac,) alter taking ;i low bottle*
of the Qua *er iiiuers.
cer Plant cured my little boy' ot Scrofula ot
1.
months standing. It I should write all dav I could
not give a full idea of his sufferings. W.
employed
live physicians without relief.
His sores are'.*d!
healed and lie appears perfectly well.
W< think it
is a wonderful cure. Several ot our friends arc ..k
SOU> AT WHtlLF.SALK li\
ingthe medicine with good success.
^
F.
MRS. WM. .1. LEWIS.
PIKILLIPM A <0
Old Town, Sept. 17,1870.

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
&e

l.s becoming very con in on in every community, an
the siidileti do iilis resulting warn us to seek sornd
Hie iIi.m use assumes many different formse
relit I.
among which we notice Palpitation, Lni.akuk
S l'A s.M .*■*, OSSIlli U li»N on IlnXY IdMOIA
MI'.M
It'N OI
111 1. 11
\i
UlIKlMAllSM, (iKXKHAl.
1‘1-lUI.I I X W V I’hU AINU'
111 II LA e
SlMCI.NO
"t
mil SriKirs. Fains in run Sidk oh
CHusr,
I»i//inkss, s .(’Oi; t sit Cumulation «»h
iiik
Blool axu Mom ln vitv .SroiTAUj.; m in; Anox Oh Til
ll LA U

House for Sale.

CO.

&

ASSORTMENT OF

AX

I
|

Portland, June yiith, i>:j.

1'his is to certify that I ha\

T or
some

A. J. HARRIMAN

ONF/riilP PER WEEK

Ich.

PRICE,

FURNISHING GOODS

CONSTANTLY

Depot,

Stores.

For Sale!

Call and See

BEEP

ruimvi

inflammatory rheumatism for

NO! NO! NO! IRON & STEEL !

You cannot afford to use poor machinery, neither
can you manufacture profitably without having the
Think of it
latest unproved contrivances known.
candidly! Canyon? Delay no longer! Wake up!
Write a. S. uEAR, 00 to 02 Sudbury St., Boston,
ior catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
Iron-working Machinery, and order right olf the
machine you need so much.

i'ducy

[

Agts wanted everywhere,

[KsC.ablislied 1.800.]
& GKIFFITHS,

WELCH

m

Iron Co.’s Shovels.

Colony

Ni-.i.m.t-:

Manufacturers of Saws.

^
^

Nail Co.’s Cut Nails.

M T. DESERT A' MAGMAS
SPRING

.Some two years ago my daughter, s- v.-n year.-- '.Id,
had a severe attack ot rheumatic and pb-urisc h <
which left her in a very dangerous condition'
IE a
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general Mobility
We employed good phjsieians
and sinking daily.
without benefit.
After having n e arly despaired ol
her recovery we decided to try the New
ork University Medicine. In two months she was able to
and
has
not
been
to
school,
go
compelled to b>-> a
duv since on account ot ill health.
CAP 1. .J. 11. THORNDIKE,
is St. Lawrence street.
Portland, .June 25th, 1872.

T in Prospect, one mil* and a halt
west t'r-.
t ;i.-village.
Consisting ot’one hundred
u res of land, with
and -i \i
buildings, well woodwith
d and watered,
good orchard ot grafted truit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH,
Prospect, l b. 4, 1873.—3_tt

Extract

Street, Bon ton.

WELCH

^

_'

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, impure
Blood, Obstructions of the Liver, Nervousness, Skin Diseases, &c.. &e.

M-nt,

Ohio editor was rendered insane can lind no more fresh and attractive volume for
while going home the other night, to hear Spring sales than “The New Housekeeper’s Manuel,”a
MissC. E. Bekchkr and Mrs. II. B. Stowe;
the following words come from a dark by
Cyclopedia of Domestic Economy and a Complete
to
porch, on a shady street: “Oh ! John, I Cookery Book in one volume. Send for circular or
wonder it that moustache feels as good .1. B. FORD & CO., New York. Boston, Chicago
San Francisco.
on your
lips as it did on mine?” John’s
answer he did not await to hear.
Write for a Price List to J. M. JOH1ISIOM,
An

i

!

bold by ah iuugg.sfs u.,d
Park Place, New York.

fertititiktCK of Cures.

to

.1

OF

| Wareham

Apply

upT0N-

No

DANDELION!

j

p

Farm for Sale.

It lias a direct action on the Liver, invigorating its
powers ot secretion, aiding the digestive organs and
acting as an alterative and tonic. United with Dandelion in this compound are Yellow Dock. Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry Bark, Butternut, Hops and other
valuable remedies whose properties are held iu high
esteem iu cases of
■

t!36

Schooners, Centre-Board and

3m28

Ntrengtlieniiig, Itbxnl*
Cleaiuiii” Beverage.

lor

M\iy rents per
dozen. Needles warranted and
exchanged it not satislaetorv.

>

value ot

anil--, t»»r

poMpaid,

■

-'

CENTS

Several

Delicious,

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

ONLY

J. B. WADLIN,
Enquire at t»8

for Sale.

esse Is

j- £,

IS MADK IN A SHOUT! TIM K BY USING l’HK

[Phila. Ledger.

j'•

CO., Propr's, Boston

WARD Se

^^njLkeel Vessels.

Compound Fluid

1C

IFor Sale !

'I

must

■

SAMUEL

Home Made Beer
!

lyl

\V D < )1» ("!()(

Hall,

The University Medicines has been tested by so
many, and its merits so well known, that tin hue
and cry ot humbug lias lost nil its scare.
It has cured over 5000 cases in Maine within
three years, Including all diseases subject to this
climate. It has cured over HOOO cases that could not
be readied with any other medicines.
It has cured many patients utter their physicians
told them there was no cure tor them.
It lias proved itself to be superior to any other
known medicine in the world tor the cure ot all
forms of chronic diseases.
CATAAKH (the mother of consumption.; Scrofula, Salt Kheum, and many'Other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under tn arment
of the University Medicines.
SUE it M A TOUR HOE A. the greatest destroyer ot
humanity on the face ot the Globe. How many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ot tin.1 cause, their manhood i- daiiv
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hop.-’less decay.
Too strong language cannot be used by paints to
council their children while young to guard against
this horrid malady. By so doing t hey line- save their
sons and daughters from a ruined health, insanity
and a premature grave.
Abate thi.-e\ il and then
will be no more appropriation- required to enlarge
our Insane Asylums.
1 have cured over Juoo cases ol this life an soul
destroying malady within three years, in the New
England States and Canada. 1 have invariably found
that the foundation of destruction was laid" In fore
the victim was old enough to know ot it- evils. Do
not let false modesty stand in the way of treatment
before the constitution is ruined.
Persons atllicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (fre •, wherein they w ill find
their diseases explained, and liecessarv reinedie.Addrcss
PE LEG STAPLES,
250 Congress StPortland, Me.
Thousands of certificates can be present, d it necessary, but if the following arc not sufficient to satisfy the most sceptical. 10,000 addition •; in would
be useless.

sold bv

LOS; SALE IN BELFAST BV

P.

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON!

YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.
( 'Oii^ress

II

Cor. Main & High Sts., Belfast.

M

Complexion.

Ajrenl for Ihw Male of Ylaiiif autl .\<*n

Dealer fn

H-

PiMt'Oflice, PliiladHpliia. i
See. the following valuable extracts from press
!
A

BEST,

iii

PELEC* STAPLES.

J. G. THOMPSON

Price, $1.00,

PAINTER;

Rox lfti4,

j

Congress St,

OJ

and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., See. Job
Work, Repairing, &c., &o.
No. 40 C'hnrcli flit.,
6m35
NIe.

j

CENTS

A plain treatise, containing sample card with 42
different actually painted shades and tints, with instructions for exterior and interior House Decoralion.
i » copies, bound in cloth, for $0. Sample copies,
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
receipt of lO c eiiP. by the Publisher
II K ys RY (.1 REY BA I Rl).

FRENCH,

the VERY

Pure Bin.

Will make but one trip per week, leaving Belfast for
Boston every I BBS DAY at 'J 1*. M.
Returning—Will leave Boston ■•very FRIDAY at
4 I*. M.
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent.
Belfast, Dec. In, la; j.

it is Purely A' ■■.■tab!- and iis operation is seen
p.lu fell at once.
he1
the Flushed
away %
*
t
pearance cauat l
and h xcite:at
H( als
n
I
tcheaan Pimples,
.i
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PORTJLAXl*.

Under

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Britannia, Japanned

i

on

OWN

3D.

The residence ot
Cedar Street.
Main Street.
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Branch Office 250

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
promptly attended to.«4*tr
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Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them. j

■

■
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ONLY

Belfast, Me.

Water! Fnrnitnre, Crockery Ware & Room Papers.

Katalysine

Trenioiit Nlrect. Rotton.

sustains

(Up Stairs,)

MEDICINES !

The Greatest Success of the Ago !

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
tor Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, liout.Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic.
It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea. Piles, Uonstipation, Asthma. Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons Prostration from Mental ami Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever "discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the
Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
43*For a history of ttie Springs, for medical reports ot Hie power of the water over disease, lor
marvellous cures, and lor testimonials from distinguished meti, send tor pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gkitysbukg Spuing Co.

application.
WEE A HOYLE. Meeihmen A Floriiits. |

>

English

any address in the

Job Printing Office

GETTYSBURG

II.

■

professor

to

Catalogues free

York,

UNIVERSITY

ADVERTISER

ROIX,

Cape. W, It

THE NEW YORK

HI HR 10.

JO John Mt..

Tuesday, Dec. 17, Steamer

a

residence:

Over Caldwells’ Book! Corner of Miller & ConStore, Main St.
tf4
gressSts.

WINCHESTER’S HYPO PH OS PH ITE is a chemically pure preparation of PHOSPHORUS, one of
the most important elements of the Human Body,
and the only means by which this LI FH GIVING
and LI FE-SUSTA ININ G element can be supplied to
the system.
We guarantee it to be a certain ci re
for CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and all
Pulmouan Affections, and a Specific Remedy for
Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Physical Debility, and all Nervous Affections. It is unsurpassed as a Tonic and Invigorator and generator
of pure and healthy Blood. For further information,
Testimonials, Reports of Physicians, &e., send for
our Treatise.
Price, $1 per bottle. Sold by all
Address
Druggists
J. IVnTUKMTCIl & CO.,

Seeds and our
packets
atalogue. containing upwards of 1,000 varieties,with

lull directions
United States.

office:

Orders

ONF'DOLLAR!

and elsewhere.

is not she who shuns danger
Did she not cut John Graham
Journal on the topics which that paper is
ins with her seissor-like answers
But
ni the Richardson trial?
Her picturesque especially designed to promote.
is her own, and she uses it and
pen i- >'111 held it) grateful remembrance Lucy’s pen
earns money with it. and is an Asteriod.
\ the seals ol San Francisco hav for
porrravir-g their sun-basking frolics in so She is 31, or thereabouts.
a
[The artist affixes an erratum to the
\
style. Her age is twenty-four
above, saying that 33 1-3 per cent, should
md ever increases.
M
Mary Mapes Dodge (we put in the ■e added to the ages mentioned.J
"Mapes" In cause she is proud of her
n
*s prole-sionn! name) i- a buxom
A Character.
Old .Judge \V., of-,
« id-c.v. "lair i at
in the Old Dominion, is a character,
a genial,
lie
and”—thirty;
1
\. noble
woman; a good writer was a lawyer, legislator, and Judge, and
i-'t: 111 v tor children: and one ot the
leading politician among the. old time
rnd steadiest Asteroids ot weekly whigs of blessed memory; but, alas! like
iasm
she lias big eyes, and the them his glory departed, and, like many
.“'d In art.
It you were very sick others of his confreres has gone “where
small-pox, and should send for the woodbine twineth.” Notwithstandc would emne.
r.
ing the loss of property and the too free
l.ouise Cliu'idler Moulton, a Oonnecti- use of applejack, he maintained the diggod
promise, born in l’omfret and nity of ex-Judge, dressed neatly, carried
'■>
p-driotism on the tradition a gold headed cane, and when he had
<•'
IV'' am and the wolf, t> now the Bo— taken move than his usual allowance of
■—:
mile’:', of tin- Tribune, and the favorite beverage, lie was very pious
:’>
up th" reputation ol th hub a- the at such times, always attending church
1 iss 1 e legi-.'.
:
i.right wits and clever and sitting near the stand as erectly as
Mr>. Moult, '■ nigh! to he eniplov- circumstances would admit, and respondpei >.
In : 1' ’-me In cit s iti tile ermi]>osition
;
ing fervently. On one oeceasion a Bapin r 1 pw-m in twelve hooks to coni- tist brother was holding forth with energy
r.uini < onnectieut epic and unction on the evils of ihe time, and
-'•no
d tin- hist irie hero of her birtlr- in one of his tlights lie exclaimed, “Show
wi
Shi
y >hri e \ eat .>1 age, me a drunkard !” The Judge rose to his
twi lve small novels every
teet, and balancing himsell on his cane,
o:d mi larg -one every three years,
said solemnly. “Here 1 am, -dr; here 1
si ,. in- mire hr: ii
dian any governor of am !” The elder though a good deal nonMa—:
11setts since .lolm Wintlirop’stime.
plussed oy the unexpected response manI
-mall and delicate, like aged to go on with Ins discourse, and
riting
soon
warming up to his work, again callU
lb
lending Davis—now a ed out, “Show me a hypocrite !” Judge
Miiiid of thirtv-iivi*—divides her \V. again arose, and reached forward
avien
across a seat which intervened, touched
noveis ami editorials, and
o'!world liotli through liction Deacon 1)., on the shoulder with his cane,
■! la
-.
v,.excellent at solemn re- and said “Deacon D.. why don’t you re'h ’"
mol makes a judicious use of spond?
1 did when he called me !’’
names, of which her own is one.
pea
II'
lown very deep into the ink.
p
Nova Scotia Fisheries.
People in
in
and
up all dripping and drendrul.
general have a very vague idea of the imShe ii'.
in Newark. N. J.—one of the
mense business which is dom. by the Brit—suburbs of the New York daily
l’ii't-ela's w mi an and second- ish Provinces in the fishery line. The
report of the Minister ot Marine and Fisho’ a -s lioamy.
eries of the Dominion, just published, fur\
g nia 1-. Townsend, who, since her
nishes'the
statistics in regard
"0
:• tew
years ago from board- to the Novabillowing
Scotia fisheries, by which it
hool. 1 is been a constant editor and
that 20,81:1 men were engaged in
wrin r. i- a monument of industry, and an appears
them during 1*71. The catch wa~ unto
the
She
throws
off
young.
example
and was as follows :
8,885
look-, artieb s ''.etches, essays, and re- usually large,
barrel- of salmon; 11)0,99! salmon in cans ;
all
so
l
ist
that
port—
they go Hying
108,1*98 pounds ol French salmon ; 22*,log
through the air like a cloud of arrows barrels
of mackerel; 201.000 barrels ot
Irom a Persian army: and some of them
boxes smoked herring;
ha1 o tail' ll al"ietiuie into the Golden Age herring; 10,got)
10.055 barrels alewives; I 17.bit; cwts.
-our readers, we are sure, always finding
them keen of point and unpoisoned in codfish ; 119,7)89 cwts. ot scalclish ; (i,!77
barrels ot shad ; :17>l,i)7<! gallons of lisli oil;
.at li
She has a modest and worthy look,
besides tresh lisli to the
•in air ol a
of
literature 87f),000 dog-fish,
It
ari’ey.
and flies
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Maine.

Belfast,

No. 10 Main St

PRIZES!

D.t

M.

*

:15 cts., w-ith age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your
luture husband or wife, with name and date of marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. V.

WUfl

style is graceful, buoyant arid bewitching. She is seventeen years of age,
weighs ninety pounds, and wears No. 1
slippers. Her autograph is as large as

SMALL.

Physician Surgeon

By sending

FRUIT FARMS

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

mi

On and after

Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
FREE.
S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover
particulars
St., Boston.

NO

Boston & Lowell!

at Law!

8L(s70onr?*h«0.or) Belfast,

ELMER

MflNrV
I

mabtianF

ln-r

No. 10 Main

We will pay all Agents $40 per week in cash who
will engage with us at on<’e. Everything furnished
aud expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

THIS IS

JOHNSON,

Attorney

RARECHlT

AGENTS! A

E.

G.

4)^U

WANTED!
FARMERS!
10.000

Line

Independent
ton

(fC
per day! Agents wanted! All
classes of working people, of
i4)U lU
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in tlieir spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

<

FOR

SANFORD’S

Boston, Mass.

RAILROAD COMPANY

$500

HAi: AH'S

WA3VTEO.

the country will receive a splendid piece of
BAND MUSIC free, by sending a two-cent
stamp to EDWARD A. SAMUELS, Publisher,

12.000. 000^
UNION

Men and Ladies to make and sell
au article that will pay them from Ten to
Twenty Dollars weekly. Send £>cts.,and stamp i
for circular, &e. Address G. ALEXANDER. Box
<5w38*
501, Hyde Park, Mass.

EVERY CORNET BAND

Mbcrttscments.

the

perfectly pure

WHITE LEAD!
manufactured by

BURGESS. FOBES
Portland, *■«*.
This

&

CO.,

